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Fee' increase hearings
scheduled for Tuesday

You can run but you can't hide ...

by Holly M. Anderson

The University News
Hearings on proposed fee in'creases are scheduled for Tuesday,
Mareh 13. Increases have been
proposed for campus apartment
rents, residence hall room and board
rates, recreation fees andgeneral
education fees. Also, a new fee for
part-time students has been proposed by ASBSU.
Nine students, in addition to
the fees' proposers, have signed up
to testify as of Friday, March 9. And
all nine of those who have registered tospeak at the hearings are
scheduled to present testimony on
the proposed increases in campus
apartment rents.
Phil Sheridan is registered to
testify in opposition to the proposed
increase in the apartment rates.
, According to Sheridan, he and
other apartment residents havc also
started circulating a petition among
the Courts' residents in' protest of
the lack of student input into the
proposed rent increase. Sheridan
said another petition is circulating

which "vehemently, opposes" the
suggested increase in the monthly
rent at the university apartments.
"It's time tojustsay no," Sheridan said.
According to Sheridan, almost
80 apartment residents have signed
one of the petitions.
'
Sheridan said he is concerned
with the "lack of adequate noticc"
given, to the apartment residents
about the scheduled fee hearings.
Apartment residents first became
aware of the proposed rent increases,
and the hearings, if they read' the
March issue of the apartment's
monthly newsletter.
"We deserve better treatment
from SRL (Student Residential Life)
and the BSU administration," Sheridan said.
However, Director of Student
Residential Life Dick McKinnon
said the proposed increases in rent,
which range from an increase of 4. 7
percent to 10.7 percent, are justified
because of increasing personnel
costs,utility costsand otheraddi- '
tional costs broughton by inflation.
See "Fees," page 2
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A construction worker watches a back hoe bucket' come perllouslyclose to his noggin as he
hides out In one of the many ditches' beIng dug as the SUBconstruction project moves along.

Holger Doerr and Isadore Gourneau announce presidential candidacy
internal affairs rather than accomplishing anything productive from
which the, overall student body
BSU student Holger Doerr
would benefit," he said.
announced
his candidacy
for
Doerr said, as far as he knew.
ASBSU presidency last Thursday the ASBSU administration has only
in the Student Union 'Csfe during been involved with three projects
the lunch hour and introduced his this year. "They erected beautiful
running mate, Isadore Goumeau,
blue drunk driving signs guarding
current president of the BSU Native the exits of our parking lots,
American club, Dama Soghop.
switched seating arrangements
In his announcement, Doerr around the Bronco Stadium and
lambasted the current ASBSU poli- talked about improving lighting on
ticians for being more conccmed University Drive,"
I
with internal matters than the stuDoerr's running mate said,
dent body.
"Both Holger and I are university
"IthasalwaysbeenmypercepAmbassadors, a program that works
tion that (ASBSU) is a political closely with theadrnisslons.alumni,
body where the majority of its development and univ.ersity relamembers are more concerned with tions offices. As a result, weare
by Rosemary E. Hardin

The,University News

well known by the faculty and staff
In an effort to determine what
of Boise State University,"
issues are important to students,
The campus-wide
issues
Gourncau said after the announceGourneau said that need changing
ment that his campaign team is
include speeding up registration, an conducting surveys among BSU
expanded child carc program and colleges and schools. He said the
improved campus lighting.
results have not come in.
"Holgcr and I are realists, Wc
Gourncau said he is pleased
see the potential of Boise State with the campaigning of all' the
University as the fastest growing
candidates. "It's been a healthy
university in Idaho, but we also see campaign so far," but added he is
the deterrents blocking this growth,"
concerned about the minority vote
he said.
since he and Eric Love, another
. Goumcau told the audience that presidential candidate, are friends .
he is a former ASBSU Senator
"A lot of the minority students
representing the College of Arts are our friends and acquaintances
and Sciences and that his involve- and we're splitting them right down
mentwith thesenate"spcaks for my the middle,"
involvement in student governHe said that his team will be
ment"
"accentuating the differences" of

their platform, but that it is not yet
fully developed,
Doerr has been a full-time BSU
student for the past three years. Both
he and Gourneau have reccntly been
selected foenomination to "Leadership America" which is a national
development program for college
students who have completed their
junior year.
. Gourncau is a finance major
and has been a full-time student
since 1986except for one year when
he transferred to Arizona State
University. He is active in the Pi
Sigma Epsilon and the Alpha Kappa
Psi professional business Iratcrnities.

/f e/ected--

Duggan: implement compus-wlde recycling, use funds for library
1\'

---1\t- --------by Rosemary E. Hardin

The University News '
For the second time in as many
days, another ASBSU presidential
running team announced their candidacy Friday. Jeff Duggan arid
Kimberly Ziebarth announced in
the Union Street Cafe during the
noon hour their intentions and listed
four priorities they will work to
solve.
'
"Kimberly and I hope to change
, at least four things if elected: We
want campus-wide recycling plans;
improved funding for day care for
studcnts with children; we want to
modernize campllS lighting to provide safcrwalkways, and we want

to better allocate the student government budget.vDuggan told the
lunch crowd.
Duggan said thateach full-time
studentpays$16.50intotheASBSU
budget which totalsabout$300,OOO.
"I want to ensure that the budget is
allocated to give the maximum
benefit to the largest number of
students.' He said he wants to cut
some of the current spending and
re-route money to other student
activities.
He also outlined his campuswide recycling plans. According to
Duggan, he would like to coordinatc all current campus recycling
efforts into a common effort
"Proceeds (will go) into. ac-

counts that will benefit the students,"
He said he would establish a library
account with which "the library
would be able to buy new pcriodicals,booksorothersupplies
that are
being neglected and which uitimately become costs to students,"
he said.
Inhcrspeech,Ziebarth,whois.
the vice president for Students for
Quality Child Care.stressed theneed
for CI:lntinued child care for BSU
students who have children.
"Child care has been an issue
of our student government for too
many semesters. I have yet to sec
the student governmerit attempt to
resolve the dilemmas faced by our
~hildcareccnter,"shetoldthelunch-

ers, Aeeording to Ziebarth, child
care is one of the issues that is
continually a platform issue during
ASBSU elections.
"Most student leaders whh the
ability to do something about the
child care issue are not affected in
any way by child care. They do not
know the needs of our children.
Many of these students make a trip
tothe child care center once a year,
during election time, to find out our
children's needs,"
Ziebarth said she is the mother
of a 3-and.a-half-year,old daughter.
Duggan started his announcementby reminding the audience
that great events happen When the
'flfStstepsare taken by students. He

'said the demise of the Berlin Wall
and Soviet citizens voting for nonCommunist .candidates were both
started by the students who protested for democratic reforms in
China.'
'
'
"None of these events would
have happened without the catalyst
of Tianenman Square in China and
the bold stu,~ents there who began a
movement for democracy ," he said.
"My point," hecontinued,"is thadf
students in China can catapult a
world-wide movement,' students
here in Boise can cause changes too
in thosc areas which are important
to us," ~
ASBSU elections are April 11
and 12.
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Proposed o.lcohol bon stirs .emotions
by Rosemary E. Hardin

The UniVersity News
BSU dorm residents over the
ageo[21 may soon be banned from
drinking alcohol in their rooms if
President Keiser signs a new policy
. proposed by the Alcohol/Drug
Coordination Committee that would
make BSU a totally "dry" campus,
according to Dick McKinnon, di-.
rector of student residential life.
"Alcohol and substance abuse
has been an issue every year. It
affects grades and success," said
McKinnon.
Currently,
the
Student
Handbook states, "Alcoholic beverages may not be possessed or
consumed under any circumstances
in areas open to ·and most commonly used by the general public
.:" This regulation, according to
McKinnon, has been interpreted that
drinking alcohol is acceptable in
dorm rooms, but not in hallways or
outside the dormitories, or other
open campus areas.
McKinnon said that approximately 80 students over 21 will be
affected by the proposal, and the
ban will notaffect University Apartment residents.
He said the big
problem is those dorm students of
age who allow minors to drink their
alcohol.
- The issue came up when
McKinnonmetearlier this year with
the four non-student resident directors and the student resident assistants. McKinnon said most of them
supported the idea of banning alcoholindorm rooms altogether. 'They
decided to take a public position
that resident halls are not an appropriate place for alcohol," he said

In December, McKiunonapproached the A1ephoVDrug Coordination Committee with the alcohol ban.
On Feb. 7,McKinnonpresented the policy 'change to the
Student Policy BOard, which sets
student policy, and they made a
recommendation to PrcsidentKeiser
to sign the poliey. The bill still has
not been signed by Keiser.
ASBSU Sen. Curtis Osterloh,
a resident of Morrison Hall where
most of the over-Z! donn residents
live, said McKinnon should not
have taken the proposal to the Student Policy Board.
He said that at the Feb. 5 meeting of the Residence Hall Association (RHA), which is the residence
hall government, members voted to
table' the proposal until residents
could bepolled. He said McKinnon
was at that meeting and agreed not
to bring it up at the Student Policy
Board until a later date .
. According to McKinnon, he did
not act deliberately against the
wishes of the RHA by bringing the
alcohol ban proposal to the Student
Policy Board.
"I was aware the RHA wanted
to talk some more about (the proposed ban) and I went ahead and
presented it (to the Student Policy
Board). Waiting would not have
changed my mind. I knew they
wouldn't be in favor of it," he said
of the dorm residents. . .
Osterloh said, "It is anatroeity
they (Student Policy Board) would
take this above the Resident Hall
Association's heads." He said the
RHA is willing to work with the
resident directors and assistants to
enforce the current alcohol poli<:y.

"The current. policy will' work if
enforced. Then if we can't seem to
get things under control, do this as a
las~ resort," he said

NoI.IO\1or/llle Um-tly

NOWI

Dick McKinnon. Director of
Student Residential Ufe

Sean Healy, Morrison Hall
president, said about McKinnon
taking, the tabled proposal to the
Student Policy Board, "I couldn't
believe he did it" He said he is not
aware of the dorm alcohol problem
being worse this year than any other
year. He said he is in favor of
enforcing the current regulations
instead of jumping into a new and
more restrictive policy.
. "They should nail those that
are breaking the rules," he said.
ASBSU
Sen.
Nadine

Earn more A's,
Get more 722's,
Spend less $'s.

Fees ------Continued/rom/ront page'

"I am, trying to manage
Michalscheck, who is the Senate
the apartments and residence
liaison to the StudentPoiicy Board,
halls to the best of myabilisaid the senate passed a resolution
ties," McKinnon said. "InflaFeb. 13 as a statement of opposition '
,tion is projected to be about
to the proposed ban after the RHA
4.5 percent next year."
approached the senate with their
McKinnon said he apconcerns.
preciates the student input
"When the RHA talked to the
being generated by thepetisenate, 'they were really positive
tion, adding "I hope they bring
about enforcing current rules and if
it to the hearing and present
they do, 1 don't see a need for this
it"
policy," she said.
.
If approved by BSU
, McKinnon said he considered
President John Keiser, the rent
the issue of students' rights when
increases would not go into
the ban was first, proposed. '''I
effect until July of this year.
struggled with this beeause I do
An increase in the gen- ,
have feelings about students' rights,
eral fees full-time students pay
but I realized they don't have to live
each semester has been pro(in the dorms) if drinking is imporposed.lfapprovedbytheState
tant to them. We're not proposing
Board of Education, the cost
prohibition ... The concept of drug
of attending BSU would inand alcohol free learning environcrease 5 percent-Currently,
ment is what I'm looking for."
students pay $622 to attend
Craig Thompson, resident diBSU.
rector in. Morrison Hall, said that
Hearings on the increases
recently, three fire extinguishers
begin at 2 p.m, Tuesday,
were discharged in one week after
March 13, in the Simplot/
"of age" residents returned to the
Micron Technology Center,
dorm after the bars closed.
Room 217. All interested
McKinnon acknowledges that
persons may submit oral testhe proposed drinking ban would
timony at the hearing or writnot end all alcohol and drug probten testimony before the
lems in the dorms, but said, "I am
, March 13 date. Anyone wishconcerned about the issue of reing to testify- in person may
sponsible drinking of those of legal
sign up in advance' at the
age as well as illegal use of those
Office of the Vice-President
underage,"
for Student Affairs, located
A Student Policy Board hearin the Administration Building on the proposed aleohol ban is
ing, or at the hearings. Perscheduled for 2 p.m., Wednesday,
sons presenting oral testiMarch 14 in the Simplot/Micron
mony are asked to provide a
Center, room 217. Michalscheck
written copy of their testiencourages interested students to
mony. For more information,
testify.
For more information on the
call 385·1418.
hearing, see "Prospects," page 8.
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Teacher Education Building lobby
March21.22 ,10.00am·1:OOpm

ViceChair of Election Board)

(

Graduate SChoolsenator)

(SPB Asst. Films House Manager) .

Demonstrations at these lo.cations: '
College or Technology Building lobby
March 14.15 10:OOam.l:00pm

(

. For More InlormalionCall385'1398 or
stop by the Dala Center. Buisness Building.

Room

Studenls thai are degree seeking. taking al least 6
credils are eligible for purchases Irom Apple.

116

(

ASBSU Business Man~g'er

1

Must be a full time student. Apply at the
ASBSU office, SUB II Bldg. or call 3851440.
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Seana Sperling
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Because BSU' s adjunct faculty
are employed under a semester
contract, some members receive no
benefits, such as health insurance
and retirement, according to Jane
Buser, Director of Human Resources at BSU. Adjunct faculty
members earn lower wages than
some BSU employees with less
education, Buser said.
, Somefull-timeadjunctinstructors at BSU actually earnless than
many of the students they teach,
with salaries ranging from $8,000
to $12,000 a year,
,
Under Idaho state law, benefits
cannot be received unless a person
works in excess of 20 hours per
week for over five months. AtBSU,
for adjunct faculty members hired
from Aug. 23 through Dec. 15, the
hours they work fall short of the
limit. Their contracts can be renewed next semester, but benefits
are not retroactive, Because they are hired on a
temporary basis, Buser said, the
projections made at the first of the
school year do not always make
allowances for the possibility of an
instructor being needed for the next
semester. If there is not enough
money in that year's budget, instructors cannot receive benefits.
The English, communication
and math departments employ the
bulk of adjunct faculty members.
According to department chair
Robert Boren, the communication
department does not employ any
full-time adjuncts. That department
has a policy restricting adjunct fac-

I
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.

b

pay, no ene
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ulty to only two courses per semes- bumping it from $500 per credit
ter. Boren said these people earn hour to $700. This would increase
$400 per credit hour and receive no the payment per credit hour to $600
benefits. Most ofthese people work jn the communication department.
at full-time jobs in addition to the
Executive Vice President Dr.
courses they teach at BSU.
Larry Selland said it is a top priority
Boren said he is honest with to fund these increases and is hope-people who seek part-time work ful of appropriating the funds.
with his department, telling them
Benefits fall under Idaho law
they will not be earning a fair wage. rather than university policy, and
With both low pay and lack of Buser said only the legislature can
benefits, Boren said, "It seems to change the code. She said the only
me that we are clearly takingadvansolution to this problem is to get the
tage of these people."
legislature to create more tenureEllgiish department chair Carol track positions.
Martin has similar views. Last year
ISU's standard payment for
Dr. Martin presented a case for her every faculty member is $700 per
full-time adjuncts to receive bene- crcdithour and U ofI pays its partfits. With the help of the J;luman time faculty $550 to $600 percredit
Resources Office they were able to hour. Bill Jensen of Continuing
plan in advance for the English 'Education who provided these figdepartment's adjunct faculty to ures said thathe would like to gel
receive benefits.
BSU's part-time and adjunct facMartin said Keiser intends to ulty salaries on par with these other
persuade the legislature to raise ad- Idaho universities.
junct pay $200 per credit hour,
:'».->:.:.,,:-::.,',,',-:
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- CoryWees.freshmanEnglishmajor: Well, I figure they are

- R1ndaMltchell,lunlor marketing rnolor: Wen, I'm not tot fee

doIng It because our taxes our
low. But,lfwe were anythIng like
the U of I, we'd be suIng theIr
asses off.'

Increases, It doesn't bother me
as much as It mIght bother some
other peaple because I don't
have such Q limited Income. but.
the fees have just steadly gone '.
up, I went here years ago. and"
was only $100.

-- "

J3r~akdd\'lriI>Yd~p~rt~entofstandard
payment per ·credlt
.,.hour for adJunct faculty members at Boise State University:

.Englishi«
.$500
CommUnication
$400
Math
.
··'$450'
Business
$540
Science
'$450
physicaIEd..
.•.••..
..........•••••
$400
••
·MountainHomeAFB $450
.
.
+ mileage
Stall.Ue.

proYided by 850'.
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SAVE MONEY ON YOUR LOAN
AND GET FREE CHECKING TOO
At Capltlll Educators Fetteral Credit Union you can really save money.
Stafford Student Loans (formally Guaranteed Student Loans) are a specialty
for our staff. We offer great service for our borrowers and for a limited time,
no insurance premium on new student loans. This will save you 3% of your
loan, leaving more money for your education.
Full-time Boise State University Students can become members of Capital
Educators Federal Credit Union and receive free checking account service.
Open your account todayl

TWO LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU
In Parkcenter
345 Bobwhite Court
377-4600

Students on the street

-Whatdo you think about
fees increasing?

Capital
ClEducators

FEDERAL CREDIT UNION

At F.ranklin and Cole Roads
7450 Thunderbolt Drive
377-4600

BUSTERS'

- Derry Shaul. senior managementmajor: /thInk they waste

" LarryHighley. sophomore
electrical engineering major: I

more then they'll ever get from
studentfees./tIsn 'tbecause they
need It - It's because they want
It.
.

thInk If they put the money to
gooduse,ltwouldn'tbotherme.

BSU'sadministration Is requesting approval for a 5 percent Increase In
student tees for the 1990-91 school year from the state Board at
Education. A hearing on the proposed Increase In general student fees.
and on the other proposed tee and rate Increases. will be conducted
beginning at 2 p.m. Tuesday, March 13,In the Slmplot/Mlcron Technology Building, Room 217. Any student may testify In favor of or In
opposition to any of the proposed Increases. Students Interested In observing may also attend the hearings. For more Information, call the
Office of the Vice-President for student Affairs at 385·1418.
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"All truth passes through three stages. First
it is ridiculed. Second it isviolently opposed.
Third it isaccepted cisbeing self-evident."
Schopenhauer
'

Dorms

don't need

babysltters
, Are you 21 or older? Do you live in one of the BSU
residence halls? Do you find that on occasion you enjoy
having a glass of wine or a beer with friends? Well, if Director
of Student Residential Life Dick McKinnon has his way, your
right to drink in your home will be pre-empted by his hankering to baby-sit you.
We applaud the ASBSU senate which passed a resolution
opposing this university's proposal to ban drinking in the
dorms. We also find ourselves choking on the hypocritical
deluge dripping from that legislative moment in which tailgate party goers were given permits to get inebriated in the
privacy of their own automobiles. Of course they promise not
to drink and drive. They plan on taking cabs home. Ya right.
We feel someone has a strange relationship with reality.
McKinnon fears that these cretencious dorm dwellers will
neglect their studies of higher learning for the pull of the
booze. He said "... they don't have to live there (in the dorms)
if alcohol is real important to them."
We fail to see the importance of McKinnon's "big daddy"
legislation. If you feel the need to protect the dorm urchins by Seana Sperling
from banefuI.booze or if you feel the slightest bit insulted by The University News
the condescending tone of McKinnon's rhetoric, we urge you
to testify at the Student Policy Board meeting Wednesday,
The small state of Idaho has
March 14 in the Simplot/Micron Center, Room 217 at 2 p.m. recently been splirinto two warring

Abortion issue needs action not protest

BSU refuses to
condone condoms
,

ISU Student Health Service has free condoms available in
their waiting room. U of I Student Health charges a nickel
each for the low rent models and up to three for $1 for the more
sophisticated brands. BSU Student Health does not have
condoms available, period. Pregnancy, sexually transmitted
diseases, and AIDS surely qualify, as valid student health
issues that justify the availability of condoms on campus.
U of I has a proposal, pending which will allow condom
machines iq dorms. ISU's condom machine proposal got
tabled by ISU president, Richard Bower. TIre BSU proposal
met a similar fate within recent memory. It is past time for
BSU to lead Idaho out of the dark ages and recognize the need
for condoms on campus. LetASBSU know how you feel. Call
today; talk to your senators; talk to candidates; get involved. '

Anti-abor.tion ,Iegislati9n
" . 'c'ears House

.

.

HB 625 passed the House by a 47-36 vote on Friday,
March 9. Idaho appears to be on its way to passing the
nation's toughest anti-abortion law, and will thus become
a testing ground for the constitutionality. of anti-abortion
laws. The following senators and representatives apparently believe Idaho tax dollars could be put to better uses
than fighting a fight which no other state is interested in
waging. By voting against HB 625, these legislators have
earned our respect:

Republicans:
Allan-Hodge, Bengson, R. Black,
Brocksome, Boyd, Childers, Danielson, Duncan, Gurnsey, Comilles (for Hay), Donna Jones, DougJones, Lucas,
Neibaur, Osborne, Schaefer, Simpson, Smock, Sorensen,
Stone, Sutton and Wilde. 'Democrats: Beaudoin, J.
Hansen, Horvath, Lausuen, Lloyd, McCann, McDermott,
Olberding, Robbins, Robison, Vanderberg, Vickers,
Vincentand White.

factions. Pro-choice and pro-life
'have both been working' hardagainst each 'other. The American
spirit of competition ensures that
both sides will negate each other's
views,
Both sides are to be congratulated for acting upon their views.
Many people would rather sit at
home and watch re-runs of Dynasty
than act upon something in which
they believe.
But it is unfortunate that both
sides showed the bad judgement of
letting prejudices against the opposing side provoke them to namecalling,

"Both sides are to
be congratulated for
acting upon their
views. Many people
would rather sit at
home and watch reruns QfDynasty than
ect upon something
, In which they believe. "

This issue has always been of
human rights. But whose? That has
been the big question throughout
the hearings. Both sides feel very
strongly that their view is the only
one. There is no winner in this situ"We run great risks
ation. The only way there can be a
by dividing our comwinner is if both sides were to pool
munity Into two
their energies toconstructprograms
that benefit society rather than conopposing groups. If
struct laws that restrict personal
there are several
freedoms and challenge our constigroups
then this is
tutional rights.
not
8S
damaging
as
One side wants to preserve our
two
groups
that
are
rights and the other wants to preserve life. They both make sense to
polar opposites. "
me. Both sides have made valid
points. However, I am currently
more concerned with rights than
extra population
We run great risks by dividing
our community into two opposing
groups. If there are several groups year or the yearbefore, The big
then this is not as damaging as two problem with competition is that it
groups that are polar opposites. We pits one human against another,
need controversy but these political
If both sides were more interstances are affecting other areas ested in resolving the problems of
besides the political arena. I think society ratherthan making amendpeople are much more defensive ments to the Constitution then we
about personal ideologies now than could get somewhere. Both sides
say, a year ago.
could direct their energies into de, One could poke fun at'things velopinga plan to educate people
without hurting people's feelings. about contraception, This might be
Believe me, that was never the in- more time consuming than protesttent This issue has created a super- , ing, but I am sure tliatit would be
sensitivity that was not present last more rewarding.
."
,

THIS COURT WIL.~ PECIDE'

WHEN UFE BEGINS AND
WHE~ ANI> HoW ITENDS.
ANYlUlNG IN BCTWmJ.1l

, As a child I was taught to be
independent. Maybe I have grown
up as one of the more fortunate,
believing that I alone was respon- _
sible for decisions pertaining to my
body,life, or anything directly af,
fecting me.
,
If the only ones to vote on this
issue were pregnant women, I
wonder what the outcome would
be? Since the only ones directly
affected by this bill will be Pregnant '
women, too bad we could not have
taken a poll to see how they felt It
looks like one group of society is
being asked to relinquish control of
their own personal situations.
......:__ ---.;......;
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Senate bill places environment in jeopardy
by Melinda Kassen
DOE reform and should be encourSpeclalto TheUnlverslfy News aged.
However, most other elements
of the bill are cause for alarm. Es-,
Senators Johnston (D-LA) and tablishment of uniform national
McClure (R-ID) of the Senate En- standards for hazardous and radioergy and Natural Resou-rces Com- active-"mixed"-;-waste
regulamittee have introduced a bill (S. tion, which would take away from
1802) that would, if passed, go states the ability to impose stricter
toward solving some of the work- standards, would be particularly
ers' problems in the Department of disturbing. Given that standards
Energy.'snuclearwcaponscomplex,
already exist for the regulation of
but would make environmental
both, hazardous and radioactive
abuses even more difficult to con- wastes, it appears the only purpose
001 than they are today.
of developing new standards is to
S. 1802 includes three long allow for the adoption of less strinoverdue reforms, By applying the gent ones. By 'letting the' Nuclear
Occupational SafetyandHeaJthAct
RegulatoryCommission, which has
to defense plant workers, the bill no' expertise regarding hazardous
would accomplish something DOE' waste, playa role in deciding what
workers have consistently sought. provides reasonable assurance for
The bill would also recognize the mixed waste, S. 1802 further asinextricable ties between DOE and sures weaker regulation. But the
its contractors by giving contractor worst of S. 1802' s problems are its
employees the same whistleblower mixed waste exemption and the
protection as DOE employees get. fedemlfacilitiesclcan-upagreement
Finally,S. 1802 wouldmakeDOE's
section.
worker health clam bank available
S. 1802 exempts from hazardto independent researchers so that a ous waste regulation mixed wastes
broad range of scientists could study bound for disposal in the high level
the health effects of weapons com- nuclear waste repository and the
plex employment. These three pro- , Waste Isolation Pilot Plant (WlPP)
visions are positive steps toward where DOE will dispose of pluto-

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Letters Policy

nlum-contamlnated.
wastes from
weapons production. With S.1802,
itis unclear how, or even whether,
NRC (the licensing agency for the
high level waste repository) or DOE
would show, or could ensure, that
hazardous constituents mixed in
with spent fuel and high level defense wastes would not migrate from
the repository totheenvironinentin
unsafe amounts. For the unlicensed
WIPP, due to accept mostly mixed,
waste, the situation is worse. Independent review ofWIPP will occur
primarily as DOE assures EPA thatWIPP can meet its standards both
forradioactiveandhazardouswaste
disposal. The only apparent reason
not to require DOE to prove that
WIPP can isolate hazardous constituents from the environment is to
speed the opening of the facility.
Removing legal recognition of the
mixed waste problem docs not mean
that it vanishes, but only that Congress does not acknowledge, so that
DOE docs not solve, the problem.
S. 1802 also does not make
clear when mixed waste going to
WlPP or the high level waste repository would cease being regulated, EPA's hazardous wasteregulations are often described as a

"cradle to grave" program. States
along shipping routes and where
these wastes are generated or stored
need to know ifrepositoryorWIPPbound wastes will be regulated
during storage at a generator or
interim site, or in transit.
Second, under S. 1802, facilities for which there would be cleanup agreements would include only
those the DOE Secretary found out
of compliance with environmental
'laws, and not those that states or
EPA consider deficient. Worse yet,
S. 1802 essentially takes away from
states their ability to enforce directly any negotiated clean-up
agreement by allowing only the U.S.
Attorney General to go to court to
enforce such an agreement, unless a
Slate asked for enforcement and the
auorney general refused. What if a
statedisagrced with the Department
of Justice (particularly with regard
to whether the facility is in compliance with a state law requirement)
as to the level of enforcement or the
manner in which it pursued a violation?
This part of S. 1802 would also
give DOE and its contractors total
freedom from civil or criminal enforcement during the period in

...

If vou're

Student
'leaders·
criticized
. Editor:

'

The recent impeachment debacle shows that the problem of
student apathy at BSU is surpassed
only by theimmaturily of the people
who get involved in student government here.
In the past year it seems the
only things that have interested
studentleaders were investigations
into who in the senate was sleeping
with who the judiciary and petty
political fighting. ," .
It wasn't too long ago that the
$5 million feeincrease for the much-

in

Time to take
a look at

ASJ3SU

Tom Conn
Former Chief Justice

Editor:

I realize thatmany students that
attend BSU are nontraditional- I
include myself, We do have another life off campus that must be
u
dealt with everyday. That takes up
a good amount of time and space
with homework and all our other responsibilities.
There is something that every
Editor:
student should become aware of
Lwas delighted to see that
whether nontraditional or not, Stu- someone had read my comments
dent body is represented by the about Oil! Calcutta! and the
student senators in ASBSU. They churches. Ms. Natalie Warner even

Morality is
not healthy"

Melinda Kassen is a Senior
Attorney with the Environmental
Defense Fund's Rocky Mountain
Office and sits on the Governor's
Rocky Flats Citizens Monitoring
Council in Colorado.

========================

took time to include me among
people who tire her with their whining. And I note that she also banLetters to The Universify News are accepted and encouraged. We reserve the right to
ishcd me to the company of Playedit for length. libelous content and grammOi. Letters must by typed. double-spaced
boy advisors because of my ignoand Include your signature and telephone number for verification. Maximum Ie.ngth for
ranee of morals.
letters Is250 words. Letters submitted without phone numbers and signatures will not be
printed. All letters submitted become the property of The Unlversify News.
Well, Ms. Warner has found
me out! However, I must correct
one notion of hers. My retreat from
ballyhooed SUB expansion was ap- are 'elected by us, to represent all morals springs not from ignorance;
proved through a wholesale mis- students in matters ranging from it is deliberate. Though I admit to
representation of student opinion student fees to Campus safety. They
being just, honest, and opposed to
and events on their campus in front are supposed to conduct themselves the use of animals in laboratories, I
of the board of education with the ina logical, organized, and holiest
confess to a lack of interest in morwilling collusion of student leaders. manner. By the actions of the past
als andmorality.
Talk of morals
Student leaders treated an issue few weeks, it is obvious that this bores me, and morality makes me
involving millions of dollars in isn't happening. It's time that all ill.
public money as if they were pick- students stop and take a good look
I guess, Ms. Warner, it's this
ing out decorations for the senior at the ASBSU student government.
way. Morals are like rules based on
prom. Succeeding student leaders The ASBSU senate spends a great
knew what happened and privately amount of time fighting among
condemned it, but were not willing themselves and backstabbing other
to confront the administration
branches of student government.
(which always seems to have the They seem 10 think they can make
student government in its pocket) in their own laws. They act like a
anyconstructiveormeanirigful way group of kids on a powertrip that
over an issue which went to the very has gone to their heads. If these
core of the relationship between ihe senators would take all this negastudents and the administration on tiveenergyand dircctitin a positive
this campus.
way, perhaps they could accomWhen it comes to the interests plishsomething worthwhile for their
of the people siudent leaders are school and the students. We' all
.elected and' paid to represent the would be better off; The next time
attitude always seems to be, "WhY', you see a student senator, tell them
should I care? It's only other they will be held accountable for
.peopte's money."
their actions; Can you think o( anything they have accomplished in the
SteveLang past year?
Please consider what I've said;
thereis-something wrong when two
chief justices resign from ASBSU
Judiciary within 5 months.

A few
questions

which an agreement is being negotiated. Now that is an incentive to
draw such negotiations out! And,
by restricting criminal enforcement
to cases where willful misconduct
threatened human life, S. 1802
would allow conspiracy; fraud;
gross negligence endangering
human life; misconduct of negligence that threatened a drinking
water supply, an endangered species, or the environment; and actions violating the Truth in Government Act.
Now is the time to begin DepartmentofEnergy reform. And the
only way that reform can be
achieved is through holding the
DOE accountable.
Despite some proposed reforms
of real merit, S. 1802 should be
defeated because of provisions that
would actually impede resolution
of DOE's overall Safety and environmental problems and reduce
DOE accountability.

not part of
the
solution,
you're
part of the
problem '"
recycle!

organlzauonal necessity. I am not
an organization, only me. Remember Mark Twain's Huck Finn? He
had to choose between the morals
of a racist society and his own self.
The instincts of his heart led Huck
to help a slave escape to freedom.
Huck's humanity (and mine, I like
to think) comes from the self, from
"me," not from society, not from
churches. That's why a church,
even Christianity, is a poor place for
us to go for our goodness.
I guess I will have to stand with
Henry David Thoreau who said:
"Strictly speaking, morality is not
healthy."
Lonnie L. Willis
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to stop "war
against women"
On April4and 5,BSU students
will join in Actions for' Compassion: Stop the War Against Women,
to set up a booth.in the SUB and
raise awareness of date and acquaintance rape on campus: Actions for
Compassion is being coordinated
by Campus Organizations for Reconciliation Everywhere (CORE), a
diverse coalition dedicated to solving societal injustices.
"According to the FBI, one in
three women will be roped sometime in their lives. Each year, approximately four million American
women arc battered by their husbands or partners," said Leslie
Abbott, National Co-coordinator of
the Actions for Compassion: Stop
the War Against Women.
"Men and women both need to
,learn to recognize and respect the
boundary of unwanted sexual contact. Society also needs to establish
that violence is no more tolerable
within intimate relationships than it
is outside of them." Abbott added,
"The increasing attention and action that students are focusing on
ending violence against women is

testimony to theirdetermination to
help bring 'about change."
Students and student organizations interested in joining the coalition and/or helping with the booth
can contact LizBoerl at 336-9091.

Become a BSU
ambassador
Students interested in becoming a BSU ambassador arc invited
toattendarcceptionat4 p.m. Thursday, March 15 in the Wallace ConIerence Room, Education Building,
Room 709. Current ambassadors
and the group's advisers will answer questions at the reception, and
discuss the benefits and responsibilities of joining the organization.
BSU ambassadors arc an elite
group of 30 outstanding men and
women students appointed byPresident John Keiser to represent the
student body and assist with various university activities.
Ambassadors are involved in
campus tours, student recruitment,
homecoming, Top Ten Scholars
Banquet, development events and
athletic receptions.
Candidates must commit to 10
hours of service per month, maintainaminimumcumulative2.5GPA
and have completed one year at

Lunch and Dinner
Delivery

336-9177
401 S. 8th Street'

Eighth Street Marketplace

BSU before the 1990-91 academic
year.
To be considered Ioranambassador position, students must complete an application which is available in the development office,
Education Building,Room 707. Ap.plication deadline is Friday, March
23.
For information, call 385-3276.

Wallerstein's keynote address on
April 18 and 19, and policy-discussion sessions and a luncheon on
April 20.
Send registration to Peaceful
Settlements, School of Social Sciences and Public Affairs, room E717,191OUniversityDrive,Boise,
Idaho 83725.
For more information, call BSU
project
coordinator
Barbara
Knudson-Fields at 385-3776.

American culture; Although they
have studied English for several
years, their English speaking abilities are limited, as is their knowledge of American culture.
The Academic Coerdinator for'
the AUAP is Molly O'Shea, room
517in the Education Building, 3854099. The Activities Coordinator/
Bilingual Assistant for the AUAP,is
Kiyomi Miyazaki at 385.-4099.

Artworkwithanenvironmental
theme is needed for an Earth Day
exhibit at BSU. A full schedule of
activities and displays is planned at
BSU and throughout Boise in conjunction with Earth Day, April 22.
'The art exhibit will be on display
April 16-22 in the Special Events
Centerlobby.
The deadline for submissions
is March 23. For information, call
Rob Meyer, BSU Student Activities at 385~1223.
-,

Counting the residents of the
United States is no easy task; Just
ask the Census Bureau, which is
preparing to take on the job for the
21st time, beginning in late March,
The Census Bureau, an agency
of the Department of Commerce,
expects to count some 250 million
pcopleand l06millionhousing units
across the country.
The 1990 Census will be a "doit-yourself' count, taken almost
entirely by mail. One questionnaire
will be delivered to each housing
unit. A short fonn containing 14
questions will go to five out of six
households. A long form with 59
questions will go to the remaining
households. An adult in each householdwill be asked to complete the
form and return it by April 1Census Day. In some rural areas,
census workerswill pick up or help
residents complete theirfonns. ,
The census data is primarily
used to fairly apportion seats in the
House of Representatives among
the states, based upon population.
Such statistical information is
tabulated from the answers contained on over 100 millionques-'
tionnaires.Thedataarearrangedby
geographic areas at the national,
regional, state, county, city, neighborhood and even block levels.
Individual responses on thequestionnaires, however, .are strictly
confidential, by law, for the next 72
years. The resulting numerical mosaic is a demographic "snapshot" of
America's people and housing as of
April 1, 1990.
.

Learn peaceful
'ways to, resolve Earth Day seeks Stand, ~p and"~e
conflicts
environmental
counted" -- .t s
census time
Learn ways to peacefully re- art for exhibit
solvcconflicts by attending "Peaceful Settlements III: Families in
Transition" April 18-20 at the Red
Lion Riverside in Boise. The conference is sponsored by BSU's
Schoolof'Social Sciencesandf'ublic
Affairs.
April 18-19 training sessions,
scheduled from 8 a.m. t04:30 p.m.,
are on child custody mediation,
workplace disputes, ways to help
students resolve conflict, family
mediation and alternative dispute
resoluticnfor legal practitioners.
During the April 20 session,
which runs from 8 a.rn. to 4 p.m.,
participants will discuss programs,
resources and public policies that
encourage peaceful solutions to
problems at work, in the family, in
schools, in the community and in
the legal profession.
Judith Wallerstein, author of
$.econd Chances and an authority
on the effect of divorce on U.S.
society, will be the keynote speaker
at 7:30 p.m., April 19.
Conference registration is $200
before March 18 and $225 after
March 18. Full registration includes
two days of "skills building" and

47 Japanese
students to visit
f."vemonths at,
BOI"seState
On Saturday, March 17, 1990,
47 Japanese college students from
Asia University in Tokyo will arrive at BSU fora five-month stay.
The students will stay in the
residence halls, eating at our dining
service, and attending classes.
The AUAP students are here to
learn English conversation and
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Spring Break Special
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Ends March 23rd

• 3 Years of· Committed
Service
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Blue-lipped: wild
zomblesct The Ball
pros-pect (pros'pekr) n. 1. Something expected or foreseen;
possibility. 2. prospects Chances for success. --v. To explore
or search about.

Culture returns to Boise
Prepare for a night
of splashy, happy
reggae music Tuesday
by Rosemary E. Hardin
The University News
Jamaican Culture has once again
found its way to the Boise concert
scene. Culture, the Jamaican reggae
trio who debuted in 1976, has a new
release out, Nuff Crisisl, and a concert
tour to go with it.
Allen Ireland, the independent promoter bringing Culture to The Zoo
March 13 called Culture "politically
oriented, roots reggae."
Lead singer Joseph Hill wrote all
the songs on Nuff Crisis! and his extraordinary vocal inflections forcefully
expresses solidarity with oppressed
people around the world.
Much of the the band's talent ean
be found in Hill's pointed lyrics. '
But Hill's talents as a song writer
and singer are not unique to this latest
release. Even now, more than a decade
after their formative years, Culture still
manages "tomatch the poignancy of
their most highly acclaimed recordings
with Hill's emotion-charged, eloquent,
insightful lyrics.
"Technically, Culture is one of the
best reggae bands in the business," Ire- ~
land said.
One of the cuts, "Peace, Love, and
Harmony" reveals Hill's displeasure
with people not living harmoniously
with each other, while "Revolution
Time" is a serious comment 'about

Jamaican

reggae

band Culture plays The ZOOon March 13.

social conditions in South Africa, Ethiopia and "at home." His powerful
lyrics tell us the time for a revolution is
ripe.
In a book titled Reggae Bloodlines.
Culture is described as having "done
more to re-energized reggae music than
any other group since Burning SPear,
and standssecond only to Marley and
,the Wailers in the extent to which it has
internationalized its audience ."
, According to areview that appeared in The Boston Globe. Hill spent
the better part of the 1970s producing
militant hits "within a gospel framework."
He boasts II distinctive Jamaican
voice that recalls the village elder
passing on centuries of tradition. Albert
Walker and Kenneth Dayes sing, as
always, spine-tingling harmonies.
The cuts on this latest release were

arranged by Sly.and Robbie and Blacka
Morwell, and 17 of reggae's most respected session musicians appear on the
release.
In concert, Hill is an active performer, according to a review that
appeared in the Los Angeles Times.
"Rich and dark,liquid yet grainy, his
voice sounded the way Guinness Stout
looks."
!
Culture last made an appearance in
Boise at the Mardi Gras at the beginning of last summer, They will be
appearing at The Zoo March 13 at 9:30
p.m. Ireland said he is expecting a good
crowd. "Reggae concerts usually turn
out to be family events."
Tickets are $8 in advance and can
be purchased at all three Record
Exchanges, and at the Boise Co-op.
, Tickets are $10 at the door; alcohol will
be served to concert-goers over 21.

'Rare dramotic prospects -.
Hal Holbrook exhumes
Mark Twain Tuesday
Hal Holbrook brings his one-man
show, Mark Twain Tonighil, to the
Morrison Center, Tuesday, March 13, at,
8 p.m,
.
Now in his 35th year portraying
Made Twain: Holbrook is often described as an "American treasure." His
performance is a popular classic and
one of the longest running shows in
theater history. Holbrook has played
before sold-out houses on Broadway,
throughout the U.S., and in major cities
ofEurope. In 1985, he made a world
tour in commemoration of the anniversary of Mark Twain's birthday.
Holbrook adds to his Twain
repertoire every year, editing and
changing it to fit the times. After more
than 1,800 shows, mostlyone-nighters,
he has unearthed over 12 hours of the
humorist's materialwith more coming
all the time. Holbrook has no set show
'but arranges the program as he goes
along.
,
Hal Holbrook has led a distinguished career in ftIm and television.
Among his T.V. credits is lIP Emmy for
best actor in the role of Commander
Boucher in the 1974 Pueblo. He has
been nominated several timeS for the ' ,
Emmy for such programs as

'J'!tornton

Wilder's Our Town and the mini-series
The Awakening Land. He appeared in
the series North and South in which he
portrayed Abraham Lincoln. His motion
picture work includes All the '
President's Men, Midway and a
starring role in the revival of Our Town.
Currently Mr. Holbrook is working with
his wife, Dixie Carter, on the TV Series
Designing Women, as an actor and
director.
Tickets are available from all
Select-a-Seat Outlets for $16.50 and
$18.50.

Obie Award winning
author keynotes festival
Ntozake Shange, the author of/or
colored girls who have considered
Suicide/when the rainbow i~ enu[. will
give a lecuire in March at the 1990
Idaho Invitational Theatre Arts Festival
at BSU. The therne of this year~s
festival is/mages o/Society.
Shange, apoet, novelist and
performer as well as a playwright. will
speak at 8:15 p.m. on Thursday, March
IS, in the Special Events Center. The
. lecture is free and open to the public.
The author of the novels Sassafras,
Cypress and Indigo and Betsey Brown,
Shange earned an Obie Award for colored girls. She has also written several"'

PlCywrlght Ntozake'SIlange

volumes of poetry, including nappy ,
edges and A Daughter's Geography.
Shange earned degrees in American
studies from Barnard and the University
of Southern California.
In her writings, Shange draws from
personal experience and a vast knowledge of American and African art and
history to explore the survival and selffulfillment of black women in America.
"If there is a theme in my writing, it's
what it is to be of color and female in .
the 20th century, .. she said.
Three hundred Idaho high school'
students are expected to attend workshops and activities March 13-15 for the
theatre arts festival, which is cosponsored by BSU and the Idaho
Shakespeare FestiVal.

by Gretchen Warthen
aka Trixl'0' Smeeth
the University News
On the chilly, late-winter night of
March 3, more than 3,000 Idahoans made
their way to the Idaho Centennial "Party
. of the Century" at the Boise Convention
Center. Someofthemoreimportantguests
had large white tickets made of slick,
shiny card stock with silver-embossed
lettering, while the "gen~
public" .had
smaIl, blue Select-a-Seat tickets to assure
their entry through the large double doors
being held by nice young boys in tuxedos.
Some guests made their way to the
dance floor, others to the food buffet,
while others found their first misfortune
in the drink lines.
Little red drink tickets could be purchased for $1.25 each from carnivalI
mean drink ticket -ladies.
Drink tickets
in hand, people then lined up for a rideI mean a drink. The lines were only 30 to
50 minutes long, and up-'onreaching their
final destination at the formica counters,
guests could order their drink-o-choice
from one of five bartenders (3,OOO-plus
people at the "Party of the Century"apparcntly didn't merit a full bar staff). A
splash of soda over an ice-packed plastic
cup was one ticket; a half-full plastic
punch glass of sparkling wine was two
tickets; hard liquor drinks in elegant plastic cups were higher ticket items. Champagne ... well, the "Party of the Century"
didn't merit champagne - that's obvi- '
ously being saved for the ELVIS conven- '
tion. One gentleman commented on the
bartenders' unbending consistency for
providing him with Scotch and tonic no
matter what he ordered.
.' Drinks in hand, the time for socializingwas at hand, and guests paraded around
ill all their grandeur. Comments were
freely exchanged as to the beauty of this
gown,ororiginaIityofthatcostume.
"Oh,
you look wonderful! And how did you
manage tickets? Select-a-Seat? Oh, I see.
I got mine through connections."
All the mingling and drinking drove
hungry guests to the buffet tables with
dreams of the lobsters they had seen on a
television pro-mo. What ended up filling
their stomachs were such chic "Idaho
delights" as cocktail weenies, chicken
nugget things, crackers and potato chips.
Plastic plates loaded high with little
cracker sandwich makings and weenies,
guests went in search of seating. These
pilgrimages led them directly to standing
positions somewhere among the crowd.
Occasionally another guest would bump
, an elbow and a weenie would plummet to
itsdeath upon the floor. But there was still
enough foreveryone-more
than enough!
Mounds of weenies went uneaten.
.
Perhaps the weenies werepassedover
in an effort by many to eat multiple pieces
of cake. Cake, cake, cake. Tasty plece- .
after piece of delicious, sugar-laden cake.
Oh, what a surprise to those cake eaters
who suddenly discovered that the beeeeautiful blue roses on the 8,OOO-pound cake
turned their teeth and lips to an even more
.beeeeautfful shade of navy blue. The
night ended with many of these sugarrushed revelers snatching balloon centerpieces from the tables whose occupants
were dancing.
, ' , .,
A fever spread througb the air. Bluelipped, wild zombies high on 8,OOOpounds
of cake wanted more than penny-ante
centerpieces; theyslarted gomg for, the
BIG stuff:, balloon archways and fourfootchampagneglasseswith
IO-foottrails
. of balloon bubbIes:·
Smart guests escaped with theirlives,
happy to take home a balsa wood replica
of the State ofIdaho as their SOUvenirand
to live to write about the "Party of the

Century."
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SPB film, Fast Times at Ridgemont High, 8
p.m., SPEC. Admission is free to BSU students,
$1 BSU faculty, staff, alumni and high school
students, and $2.50 general. Sean Penn stars
in Fast Times at Ridgemont High, where only
rules get busted.

su
English Minimal Competency Exam, 8:30
a.m. to 8 p.m., Student Union Big Four Room.
First retest for 010, 101,111 and 123 in-class
students and carryovers. A carryover is a student
with an incomplete in English due to the Minimal'
Comp Exam. Call 385-1246 for more information.

Jazz Night at the Northwest· American
Choral Directors
Association
Convention, 7:30 p.m., Morrison Center. Tickets are
available for $5 and $3 from the music
department, Dunkley Music, Lundstrom's or at
the door.

Student POlicy Board hears testimony
regarding
the proposed
bannlng . of
alcohol In the BSU residence halls, 2
p.m., Simplot Micron Technology Center, Room
217. All interested students are encouraged to
attend. For more information, call the ASBSU
Senate offices at 385-1292.

Poet, novelist
and performer
Ntozake
Shange lectures at the 1990 Idaho Invitational
Theatre Arts Festival, 8:15 p.m., SpE;lcialEvents
Center, free.

Senior
recital
with
Slenknecht,
7:30 p.m.,
RecitalHall, free.

soprano
pee
Morrison Center

New
England
Ragtime
Ensemble,
presented by the Boise Philharmonic, 8:15 p.rn.,
Morrison Center. Call the Philharmonic office at
344-7849 for ticket Information.

fri

e

Historical Tuesdays, BSU history professor
Sandra Schackel speaks on Womenin the West,
7:30 p.m.. Idaho Historical Museum. Admission
is $4 in advance at the museumor at the door.
Mark Twain Tonight! With Hal Holbrook, 8
p.m., Morrison Center. TIckets are $16.50 and
$18.50 from all Select-a-Seatoutlets.

International
Concert
Night at the
Choral
Directors
Convention,
8 p.m.,
Morrison Center. TIckets are available for $7 and
$4 from the music department, Dunkley Music,
Lundstrom's or at the door.

Gymnastlci
p.m., Human

SPB film, M
Center.
BSU faculty
siudents, anc

Adm

U"P(
tUE

Comedian'
the SPB con
Events Cente
BSU faculty,
admission.

Museum After Hours at the
Boise Art
Museum, featuring the Sun Valley saxophonist
Bob Nora, 5:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.rn., $2 admission.

thu

o

mar 15

Engllsh'Mlnlmal
Competency Exam, 8:30
a.m. to 8 p.m., Technical Education Building,
room 115. First retestfor 010, 101,111 and 123
in-class students and carryovers. A carryoveris a
student with an incomplete in English due to the
, Minimal Comp Exam. Call 385-1246 for more
information.

m

SPB film, Myst~c Pizza, 8 p.m. Special Events Journeys 0
Center. Admission is free to BSU students, $1
seven Idahc
BSU faculty, staff, alumni and high school
wilderness in1
students, and $2.50 general. Mystic Pizza stars . by Phi Alpha
Steel Magnolias' Julia Roberts in a romantic
Board, 8 p.rn
comedy celebrating youthful exuberance and its
Morrison Ce
endless possibilities.
students, $3
admission.

fri

sat • mar 17
St. Patrick's

ASBSU Senate meeting, 4 p.m., Technical
Education Building, Room 117. For more
information, call the senate offices at 385-1292.

Dayll

~ ~m~~w
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A sneak preview
of Charles
Lane's
Sidewalk Stories, 7:15 p.m., The Flicks
. located at 646 Fuhon. Patrons are requested to . A Gala ConceN at the Choral Directors
Convention,
7:30 p.m., Morrison Center.
bring a can of food to donate to the Idaho
TIckets are availablefor $5 and $3 from the music
Hunger Action Oouncll. $1 will be deducted off
department, Dunkley Music, Lundstrom's or at
the price of each admission purchased for those
the door.
bringing a can of food. Sidewalk Stories deals
with. the homeless in Amorica and is -set in
In concert, 8:30 p.m.,Manhattan. A homeless man finds a small child . TheSleestacks
Emerald City Club, free. From the Emerald Isle to
and, in caring for her, becomes much more than
Emerald City, The steestacke playa spirited
hewas before.
blend of celtic and American music.

9&

Reggae band Culture, In concert at The
Zoo, show starts at 9 p.m., all ages,with alcohol
being served to those over 21 with legal 10.
TIckets are $8 in advance from all Record
Exchanges and $10 at the door.

SPB ldah
Serenade, f
This 1941 n
Valley, star
skates;

m~

mar 16

tue • mar 13
Hearlhgs
concerning
proposed
fee
Increases In campus apartment and dormitory
rates, recreation fees, general education and an
ASBSU fee for part-time students, 2 p.m.,
SimplotlMicron Technology Center. Students
wishing to testify need to sign up in advance at
- the Office of the Vice President for Student
Affairs, or at the hearings. Oral testimony given
should be accompanied by a written copy for the
hearing officer. Written testimony must be
received before March 13. Call 385-1418 for
more information.

Senior re
Vincent, 4
free.
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Soprano sings her adieu to BSU

un

BSU student Dee Sienknecht, soprano, will give
a senior .recital at 7:30 p.m, March 14 in the
Morrison Center Recital Hall.
Works performed will include "Bachianas
Brasilieras No.5" by Villa-Lobos, "Hermit songs" by
Barber, "Sempre libera" by Verdi and pieces by
Brahms, Debussy, Mozart, Rossini and Mendelssohn.
Sienknecht, a 1985 Meridian High School
graduate, is a BSU senior majoring. in music
performance with a vocal emphasis.
The concert is free. For more information, call
the BSU music department at 385-1771.

mar 18

Q)

recital
with pianist
Margaret
4 p.rn., Morrison Center Recital Hall,
aho Films
Night, Sun. Valley
8 p.m., Special Events Center, free.
I musical extravaganza, filmed in Sun
tars Sonja Henie on both skis and

1,

International music highlights
choral convention March 15-18

ron

0

mar 19

Thousands of voices raised in song will fill every
comer of the Morrison Center March 15-18 for the
Northwestern division convention of the American
Choral Directors Association.
Workshops. reading sessions and daytime and
evening concerts are planned throughout the three-day
event
Evening performance highlights include:
Jazz Night will be at 7:30 p.m. March 15 in the
Morrison Center Main Hall. The evening begins with
"Idaho Welcomes," featuring combined choirs from
Boise State University and Northwest Nazarene
College, followed by the Capital High Singers;
Washington
State University Jazz Ensemble,
Pullman, Wash.; and Blue Mountain Community
College Vocal Jazz Ensemble. Pendleton, Ore.
International Night Concert, featuring the Polish
Nightingales and the Vancouver Chamber Choir.
begins at 8 p.m. March 16 at the Morrison Center
Main Hall. The' Polish NightingaleS is a 41-voiCe
choir of 29 boys and 12 men from Poznan, Poland.
The Vancouver Chamber Choir is one of Canada's
finest professional choirs.
A Gala Concert will happen at 7:30 p.m, March
17 in the Morrison Center Main Hall. The concert
will feature 300 vocalists in men's, women's and
collegiate choirs. Participating students were selected
from tapes submitted by more than 800 applicants.
Tickets for the March 15 and 17 concerts are $5
'and $3; March 16's International Concert tickets are
$7 and $4. Tickets are on sale at Dunkley Music,
Lundstrom's at Boise Towne Square mall, the BSU

IcS, BSU vs. Northern Colorado, 7
an Performance Center.
Mystic Pizza, 8 p.m., Special Events
jmission is free to BSU students, $1
Ity, staff, alumni and high school
md $2.50 general.

CC>lVIIN"GIe • mar 20
WIllie Randolph, sponsored by
:omedy committee, 7 p.m., Special
nter. TIckets are $1 for students, $2
y, staff and alumni, and $3 general

I

nor 22-25
of the Hean, a play celebrating
rho. women who helped mold a
into the gem of the West, sponsored
ha Theta and the Student ~iograms
irn. (2 p.m. matinee on March 25),
Center Stage II. Tickets are $1
~ faculty and staff· and $5 general

music department

ri" mar 23
r

end the

door.

More than 1,400 singers and choral conductors
from throughout the Northwest are expected to attend
the convention. ACDA has more than 15,000
members nationwide.

to make class changes or register by
;

lor 26- apr 1

Vincent plays recital March 18
..BSU student Margaret Vincent will present her
senior piano recital at 4 p.m, March 18 in the
Morrison Center Recital Hall. Works performed will
include "Toccata in G Major" by Bach, "Sonata in D
Minor Op. 31 No.2",
by Beethoven
and
"Liebestraume, No. 3 in A Aat Major" by Liszt. The
recital is free.
Vincent,
a senior
majoring
in music
performance, has studied with BSU piano professor
Madeleine Hsu for the last three years.

pring breakl No classes I

mk Corporate Art Show through
!3, BSU Gallery of Art. Liberal Arts
Hoursare 9 a.m.-5 p.m. Monday-Friday
n-5p.m. Saturday-Sunday.

HSchizoid, futurlstlc' comedian
to perform in SPECMarch 20
A schizoid without a clue. That's Willie
Randolph. Or at least that's how the comedian
describes himself. You can find out for yourself when
Randolph performs at 7 p.m. March 20 in BSU's
Special Events Center.
Critics have called Randolph "a clean. nonabrasive comic with an eye for the future" and "a
strong improv entertainer, likeable from the word
go." Randolph gives shows for hearing impaired
children and his act features an anti-drug message for
children and adults.
.
In his act, Randolph uses electronic props called
reader boards. Reader boards are located in the neck of
his guitar and are also attached to a large radio for
displaying song lyrics. The comic also works with a
Silent Partner, a reader board he uses to create the
effect of a closed-captioned ventriloquist
Randolph has performed at comedy clubs from
California 10 Texas, on a dozen college campuses and
as an opening act for Kenny G., Eddie Money, B.B.
King, the Greg Allman Band and Rita Coolidge.
Tickets are $3 general admission; $2 BSU ")
faculty, staff and alumni; $1 students at Select-a-Seat
outlets.
The show is presented by the BSU Student
Programs
Board's Comedy Committee.
For
information, call 385-3655.

History honorary group and SPB
honor Centennial and 'women
with play March 22 through 25
The old West will come to life in Journeys of the
Heart at 8 p.m. March 22-24 and 2 p.m, March 25 in
the Morrison Center Stage II. Written by local author
, Kathy Scott Kuehl, the play celebrates seven Idaho
women who helped mold a wilderness into the gem of
the West.
The production is presented in cdnjunctionwith
Women's History Month and the Idaho Centennial,
Sponsors are BSU's Student Programs BOard and Phi
. Alpha Theta, a student history honorary,
Tickets are $5 general admission, $3 BSU faculty
lind staff, and $1 students. For ticket information, call
the history department at 385-1255.

University Christian fellowship
Meeting every WeOOesday at7:J,O p.m. Some place
In the Student Union.

PoliticalScIence AssocaiJon
Meeting Wednesday at7~O p.m. In the Union
Street cafe for students Interested In helPIng with
the annual model UN. CaJI344-3302 for Infl).

ChlAlpha

.

MeetingMarch 15 at 7:30 p.m. In the Vo- Tech
Bulklngroom '119. Confer~
on the Holy SpIrl1
wiD begin with the PastorRoy Strayer of Nqrthvlew
Assembly of God speaking on the history of the.
Pentecoslal/Charlsmatlc Movement. For more
Informallon call, 344-8659.

CKI (Circle K International)
Meeting T~
at 6 p.m. In the Red Room of
the SpecIal Events Center.
.,'

Campue Cruaade for Christ
Meetings are Flidaynlghts'at
of the Business Bulking.

Amnesty Internatlcnal
.
Meetings n second and fourth ThursdaY of fMJf'f

7 p.m. In room 102.

monllllt 7 p.m. inthe Studoot UnIon cafe,

-----
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Washington Be . Broderick fly
high in majestic civnwarepic
,.a../!\-

by Cliff Hall .
The University News

From the publicity campaign
for Glory, one would suspect the
film to be an epic motion picture .
complete with majestic scope and
grandeur, larger than life characters, sweeping vistas of grassy
battlefields strewn withdead
soldiers and concluding with the
oft-repeated theme of "war is
hell." One would be only half
correct.
Yes, there are the sweeping
vistas and majestic scope. Sure,
you'll see that war is, indeed, hell.
The surprise is that you'll also
manageto sympathize with the
characters and understand their
predicaments in this truly acccs- .
sible "epic" motion picture.
Edward Zwick, whose only
other film has been Rob Lowe and
Demi Moore's About Last Night ....
and who most recently has been
producing TV's thirtysomething,
• directs Glory with just the right
amount of loftiness. Human
drama is not wasted at the
expense of splendor; hundreds of
soldiers are not used as representations of "mankind." Zwick and
his screenwriter fortunately stave
the impulse to overuse metaphorical intent-expecially when, as in
this particular case, the personal,
intimate angle serves the purpose
so much better.
Matthew Broderick's
character, Robert Shaw, is a
determined young man driven to
allow his brave men, the first
Black regiment in U.S. History, to

~'18~

e;,.,"]'

Cliff fields this weekls

crop of ·new videos

,make it to the battlefield rather
than waste away at manual
"behind the scenes" labor.
Though it is difficult at times
to accept the boyishly good
looking Broderick as a commanding officer, his courage is genuine. The real Robert Shaw was.
only 23 years old. And, after
listening to his narrative voiceover reading from letters actually .
written by him at the time, he obviously was filled with an
innocence and naivety that the
actor touches upon quite clearly.
His dark intensity and stoney
coimtenance; coupled with his
searching eyes, present a moving
portrait of a young man striving to
do what is "right."
The premier achievement of
the film, however, would have to
be the incredible ensemble acting
of the black Union soldiers.
These men are amazing. Denzel
Washington is particularly
fascinating as the uneducated-yetknowledgable-beyond-his-years
.
runaway slave who finally finds
"family" within his regiment, It's
a powerhouse performan<4
worthy of his Oscar nomination

For all you couch potat~~andev~youtaterto~
some hot titles have just
arrived at your favorite video
. store. Most are hits from last
summer, but there are a couple
of titles from earlier release
dates that shouldn't be missed.
These are the pick of the
crop:
Indiana Jones and the
Last Crusade This film is
already considered a classic by
many. Harrison Ford and Sean
Connery-playing
Junior and
Senior Jones-as well as a fine
script, terrific special effects.
and one of the more emotional
movie rides into the sunset
ever, make this a "must rent"
A better Steven Speilberg film
than one might imagine.
Letha; Weapon 2 Danny
Glover and Mel Gibson are
together again-this time on
some kind of caffeine high
dealing with some really
baaaaaad dudes from South
Africa. You'll laugh and you'll
- cry, but you won't see a more
action-packed video from start
to finish available this year.
And, forgiving some of its
more ridiculous moments, it's
still a super treat.

for Best Supporting Actor. And
Driving Miss Daisy's Morgan
Freeman does a fine tum as the
older, wiser soldier keeping peace
among the men.
The beautiful score is moving,
dramatic and compliments the
action quite nicely -- fitting
splendidly within the timeline of
the picture.
Some detractors may be put
off by the artistic license the
filmmakers take with some of the
action and details. Battles
shown in different order, characters are composites and a few of
the details have been altered
entirely-all for dramatic effect
and emotional impact
But this is not something new
for movies. Glory was never an
attempt at making a documentary
or Our country's black Civil War
fighters and the combat they saw.
The purpose was more to educate
and inform while, at the same
time, entertaining and telling a
story. You folks who can't stand
to see "history" modified should
miss Glory and buy some TimeLife books on the Civil War
instead.

are

Women on the Verge of a
Nervous Bnakdown This
holdover from last year is too
good not to recommend. Pedro

.

-~~

-

..'

.

Honey, I Shrunk the Kids
This is one superior family
film! It offers dozens of really
special effects, a great adventure story, and Rick Moranis.
What more could you want?
Well, to make the offer even
better, Kids is preceded by a
Roger Rabbit Maroon Cartoon
called Tummy Trouble that's
just as good-if not better
than-Something's
Cooking,
the short that started Who
Framed Roger Rabbit? Don't
wait to have Kids around until
you have kids around-you'll
be sorry ...

----------------..--.
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Almodovar's hysterical, intoxicating mix of 1940 "women's
pictures" and modem day
anxieties is such a hoot that
you may just rewind it and
have to start watching it again.
A comedy in Spanish with
English subtitles, this will be
one to write home about!
Field of Dreams This
Academy Award nominee for
Best Picture starring Kevin
Costner might lose some ofits
impact on the small screen but
you can't deny its warmth and
idealistic, magical aura. It
came out of nowhere to claim
yet another victory for the
assumed-dead baseball picture.
A fantastic cast makes this a
"must rent", too.
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Fifth Angel-Time Will Tell
Take a bit of Dokken, Iron
Maiden and Motley Crue, and you
can imagine the invigorating
sound of Fifth Angel. Some
particular kickin 'songs are
"Cathedral," "Angel of Mercy,"
"Time will Tell," and the great,
ballad "Broken Dreams." This
album is perfect for those wannabe metal heads who are too scared
to take the deep plunge. The band
is a compromise between old
metal and radio rock, and is great
music to listen to while drinking a
brewsky with your friends. I
know the album always finds a ' •
way to get on my turntable.

University Television
celebrates St. PafsDay
by lee Arnold
The University News

f.S;Il
~j:'

A week of St. Patrick's Day
specials will air on United Cable's
Connection 27 March 12 to 20,
according to communication
majors Matt Bailey and Christine
Hauger of University Television
Productions.
The half-hour
programs will focus on interviews
with local Irish Americans.
Among those interviewed
will be Dr. Barry Cusack, who,
according to Bailey, is an inten:ationally-known
gerontologist from
Ireland who emigrated to Boise
.eight years ago, and now practices
at the Veteran's Administration
Hospital. In addition. Hauger
recently went to Jackpot, Nev., to
film the renowned Dave Coady
and his Irish Express, and will run
taped excerpts of famed comedian
Hal Roach. The programs will
run from 9 to 9:30 a.m. and again
from 9 to 9:30 p.m. Monday
through Tuesday.
In general, according to
Bailey, the UTP programming
is
done "without any review from'
the college." For the most part,
he said he feels he and the rest of
the student-composed
UTP staff
have the freedom to do what they
want, the only restrictions being
that they have to use communication department equipment and
facilities around the schedule of
video production classes.
One of the more exciting
UTP projects is Alternative
Perspectives, a show which, in the
words of Bailey, "is the inside
look at the outside point of view."
The program features individuals
and groups outside the cultural
. mainstream of Boise, and among
the personalities showcased have
been Rev. William Edelen and

Tuli Kupferberg during his recent
talk at BSU.
"We're trying to provide
access to people who don't
normally get out into the public,"
said Bailey. He said that next
month's Earth Day will be
covered.
Both Bailey and Hauger were
enthusiastic about their accomplishments at UTP. "It offers a
great deal of autonomy and
opportunity for us," said Bailey.
Hauger believes it has opened
doors for her and allowed her to
taste some of the real world of
television production, which she
believes she may not have gotten
had UTP not existed.
"I was told to get an internship at Channel 2, where I would
have been doing computer work,"
she said. "Yet here, I get to
plunge right into editing and the
whole works."
The reality aspect of the UTP
commitment extends to the hours
the students put in. "We have put
in eight, 10, 12-hour days here,"
'said Hauger, adding that it is still
fun.

375·8549

UNPLANNED
PREGNANC~?
Idaho Youth Ranch

,ADOPTION
SERVICES
Free counseling
Choice ofAdoplive Parents

342- 6805

1416

w. Fran~J1n Straet,

Boise

All services confidential

~.l\.. Qtripg
ON THE GROVE
801 Main.

342-8747'

the cover of Fifth Angel's TIme Will Tell

No HM Frisbees here
by Phillip VonBargen~;
The University News
,

----------:=-It's time again to sort the
records from the Frisbees, but this
week I won't have any fun with
my friends down at the park. Oh
well, maybe next week Bon Jovi
will come out with a new album,
then I'll be ready for the weekend.
The Front-The Front
This Kansas City band's selftitledLP is a combination of
power chords: melody and great

,

lyrics.

When I say mel~y

I do

not mean the usual droningof a
metal band, but real melody. The
song "Fire," which kicks off the
album; was an older song they
reworked. This one incendiary
track is by far the best on the '
album. "Sunshine Girl," "Sister
Moon" and "Sin" are some of the
others that sound visionary while
still having the hard rock sound as
a basis. Pick the album up and
you can say you had their tape
before they made it big, and
everyone and their grandma liked

Mordred-Fool's Game
This LP and band may sound
like just another thrash/metal
venture, but give the album a
listen before you throwthem in
the comer with the rest of the prelabeled bands. Another plus is
that the lead singer can actually
hold a note, no kidding. "State of
Mind," "Shatter," "Spellbound,"
and "Numb" areall fast and
frenzied songs that kick you in the
buu. But even if this doesn't
make you want to get the album,
their rendition of Rick James hit
"Super Freak" will. These guys
have done the song justice and
added more energy than Rick
James ever could.

,

DON'T LET THIS OPPORTUNITY PASS YOU BY.

Date: Monday, March 19th
TIme: 9:00am-4:00pm
Place: University Christian Church
1801 University Dr.
What: Clothes, etc.

Wordprocessing, Spreadsheets
Resumes • Letter Quality
Quick Service, Competitive Rates

Art from

MAKE $25,000
SITTING AT HOME!

S a in t Pat ric k ' s Da y ,
Ruminage & Bake Sale

Keri's Executive services

I

I

Can you picture yourself making at least
$5000 dollars a week, every weekiIf you
can, I urge you to read this article, it could
be worth thousands of dollars to you!
My name is Mark Preston. I am 32 years
old and a self made millionaire, A few
years ago I discovered a money making
method that changed my life forever, This
is not just another "get rich quick scheme:'
This is a unique new system that is in
demand everywhere, yet few people even
know it exists.
Anyone can do it. Trust me. If you want
to make money, this system is for you.
When I first started this money making
program, I was flat broke and at least
$lO,OOO,dollarsin debt. My family thought
I was crazy and said I should be out looking for a "real job:' That did not stop.me,
I was determined to make it with this fantastic 1I\0ney making plan I had discovered.
I started at home on the kitchen table
with no capital. \lvlthin a year I was taking
in over $20,000 A WEEK ••• MORETHAN
A MILLION DOLLARS A YEAR. You
heard me right, OVER A MILLION
DOLLARS A YEAR! I went from driving
an old beat up Pick-Up to a Brand New
Lincoln Continental. I paid for it in cash.
J bought a new home in a prestigious '
neighborhood, a waterfront summer cottage, and a Townhouse in Florida. I do not
mean to brag, but these are my results using this amazing money making system.
Do not envy me, join me!

THE SECRET

REVEALED

I knew then I had discovered a revolutionary new money making program that
would continue to make me thousands of
dollars a day. It seemed so easy. I asked
myselfwhyeverybody
wasn't rich? Then
it dawned on me that not everyone knew
about this secret method of making
money. You do not need special training
or even a college education for this money
making system to work for you.
.
Once you have learned how to use it,
your money woriies w.ill be over for life.
You will have financial security and peace
of mind. This money making system is
perfectly legal and amazing, Iy simple. It
has nothing to do with real estate, the
stock,market, or gambling of any kind.
It does not maUer. what your financial
situation is now. You can start this money
making program at home in your spate
time with less than $15.00. In a few short
weeks you will see the cash start to roll
in. Once you put, this' mOlley milking

system to work for you, the skys the limit!
You will have cash to spend on whatever
you want, whenever you want it. Think
, of it! Enough cash to finally put an end
to economic nightmares forever!

HERE'S

PROOF

I am sure you are-somewhat skeptical
at this point. That just shows you have
good business sense. Read what a few
people had to say about my money making program.
Dear Mark,
1 ordered you r progmm 3 months ago and
slarted lIsillg it tlie day 1got it. To say the least
1 was s/lOcked at the reslilts, LAst moniu f
deposited over $11,000 ill my ballk accolIlll.
Thankl{iJII so milch.
',.
'.
'N.C.,
Stuart, Florida
Dear Mark,
Whell 1 firSt saw your article 1 had my
doubts. 1said to myself lmight as well try it,
at leas: I'll be $25.00 ahead with YOllr
gllanwlee, Well, yOliT material challged my life
from being flat broke ill July to pmctically a
milliollaire in December! If 1can do it, anyone'
call. ,
J.S .• $all Diego, CA
Dear Mark,
'Before 1ordered your mOlley makilig method,
I was slavillg away culting lawlls for $4.00 all
hour. At 19 years old my [ii/ure looked bleak.
LAst week 1 made aver $14,000 inless ·thall 20
hours of work. 1am the envy of all my friends.
Thanks for a IlCW life!
J.B., Loudollville, NY

IT'S UP TO YOU
Your life can change now by taking
. simple action. Order my money making,
program today.and see for yourself. All
you have to do is follow the step-by-step
procedures I provide you with. It will only
take you about an hours reading time to
master the program. If you can see
yourself being rich, you will be rich! I
make it easy for you. Included in my

manual is my unlisted telephone number
for you to call anytime you need help. I
guarantee that within a week of using my
money making method you will see the
cash start to roll in. With my money making system, your success is guaranteed!

$25.00 CASH BONUS
I am so sure that my money making program will work for you, Iam going to offer
you a guarantee that no one else can. You'
either raise $15,000 using my money
making system, or I will send you a certified check for $25.00. That's right, $25.00
just for giving my money making program
an honest try, The only reason I can offer
you a guarantee like this is because I know
you are going to make alot of money copying my money making system.Bomuch
money that I am pulling up,$25,OOto prove
it to you. Its that simple. You have nothing
to lose and everything to gain, The risk is
mine.

ORDER

TODAY

It is not too late for you to start making
money with my program. Do not be
stopped by your fears. The single most
limiting emotion in you is the fear of
failure. I urge you to fill out the couron
below and send it 10 me today. Iwil do
everything in my power to see that my
money making program works for you.
There is no risk on your part. Order Now!
The supply of my material is limited.
Orders will be filled on a first-come, firstserve basis. Don't miss this opportunity.
I may not offer it again;
To order, simply fill out the coupon
below, or write your name and address on
a piece of paper and enclose $12.00 plus
$2 for shipping andsend it to:
Mark Preston
6 Automation Lane
Dept. HB-94 P.O. Box 13269
Albany, New York 12212

I-------~-~---~--~-~~--~~-I

1 O,K. Mark"
'.'
" Mark Preston
I want tomakebig bucksby copyingyour moneymaki!'gprogram, I know 6 Automation La
1 ' I cannot
lose because your program is backed by your $25 CASH BONUS D
HB-94 _ •
1 GUARfu'JTEE, Ifl am unhappywith this manualfor anyreason, I mayrerum
1321
1 it for my moneyback.,on that basis, here is my $12."
• • OX
69
Albany, NY ,12212.
1 Name .

~:rB

I

Address '

I~
~
I' Please add $2.00 to help cover the postage

,'~©

~lJ9O f\.f4=.~SOC.2:!~..... ~:"'_.-.

~
and handling costs of your manuaL

~~._-,;._~~~

1
1
1

''I

1
1
,I
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by Bobbie Cunningham
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They arrived at last. A bonus prize for participating in a
consumer test marketing deal ihat went on in my town for two or
three years. I also got a Sony Walkman and a hummingbird
feeder. But the binoculars were the best. They cost me 8,500
points, but I didn't care.
Big and black and heavy, they could be suspended f~m ~y
neck by the smooth black plastic 'strap attached near the viewing
lenses. I took the lens caps off and went straight to my y~d to
test them/scanning tree tops, the neighbors' roofs, the m~poxes
on the comer, twisting the focus around and back and smiling at
the perfection of the long-awaited effect.:.
The arrival of my new binoculars was perfectly um~.
After a summer filled with stress induced by a new and Impossible job, I was thrilled with the silent pastime of viewing things
formerly out of sight, now in perfect focus.
.
Things began to seem clear to me at last. It was possible, I
realized, to adjust the lens focus so precisely that I could count
the pine needles wedged in the wooden shakes on the roof of the
house next door. I could sit silently with my binoculars pressed
to my eyes and intrude upon the birds in my apple trees, the
squirrels in my black walnut trees, the woodpecker on the
telephone pole behind my fence.
And then I discovered I could not only look up and away
and see things previously ouLof range, but could .remain in my
green Adirondak lawn chairs and watch the ants 10 my flower
garden carting enormous carcasses of dead bccsand potato bugs
and the hulls of poppy seeds and hot dog bun crumbs over the
crackling brown foliage of dying fall flowers into the opening of
.their secret underground home:
i found a safety pin under the Daphne bush. I left it there.
By zeroing in on the clover and cheat grass intruding in my
lawn, I was able to memorize the botanic features that characterize those weeds. How distinct and incomparable I realized caph
tiny thing around me was. It didn't seem like long at all before I
mastered the art of focusing my new, my wonderful, my black
binoculars.
In the quiet of fall days I moved ~way f~om the stress ~y
new job had created by simply not gomg to It anymore, With
the viewing lenses pressed securely to the orbits of my eyesockets, the job seemed far away and unimportant -like
a piece of
my life that was separated away in the same manner you
separate from life when immersed in a novel you can't put do,":n.
It became impossible to go to the store to shop for food ... If
you read the fine print on soup cans through perfectly focused
binoculars, you realize how chock full of chemicals Campbell's
chicken noodle really is. Potatoes, cheese and beefsteak take on
frightening aspects when you see them wi~ ac~te clarity.
.
Driving is a horror .. You can see the tight hps and frozen
stares of other drivers with aIarrning acuity. In crowded places,
the fine hairs on the upper lips of strangers seem suddenly grotesque.
When the snow came, I moved inside and trained my lenses
on the white world outside my windows. It's true - every
snowflake is rematkably unique. With diligent practice, ~ti.s
possible to memorize and mentally eatalog up to ,437 vanauons
at the same time they pass magnified before your eyes.
The greatest discovery of all, however; is the discovery I
made just today, quite incidentally, when I turned my lenses on
the bathroom mirror. At first, everything was just a glare, but I
found that when I turned off the bright light of the heat lamp and
left only the soft, pastel glow of the lights of my makeup case to
illuminate the room, something was definitely happening in my
reflection. I leaned closer, closer, trying desperately to see just
what it was moving there, until fmaIIy the fat end of my binoculars rested flat against the glass surface of mirror. I turned the
focus slowly, carefully, and there it was - I cannot be ",!istaken
-:- the tail of a comet streaking through the darkness behind my
pupils .' Carefully, carefully, but swift, sure, I trained my
attention to this phenomenon, watching intently as it passed the
planets and moons orbiting silently, slowly behind my eyes; a
million stars, all of them shooting, falling into dark infmity.
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Dr. Warren's Therapy Group

~
a

But, as you well know, Dr.
Thursday, February 26
Warren is so compassionate with
Dear Cynthia,
emotionally sick individuals; he
~
a
I'm so sorry you couldn't
told Mousey Mickey (isn't that a
join us for lunch last Sunday. My cute nickname he gave her?) that
swing is now coming along splen- she is most definitely not a jinx
~ didly, but Randy thinks we should and that there is absolutely no
a nevertheless continue to practice. scientific basis to support her
Maybe we can gettogether next
irrational beliefs. I'll fill you in
week - I'm certain you'll be
on some of her background. The
~ feeling much better by then. As
poor thing, I guess she was
a, I'm sure-you know - and Dr.
married once, but it only lasted
Warren will back me upon this
about a month. (Oh, I'm sorry,
~ - post-menopausal stress afflicts my dear! Of course I didn't mean
a many women of your age and is
any comparison to you and
nothing to be ashamed of.
Thomas! Your circumstances
Speaking of afflictions, I
were undoubtedly much different!) Well, anyway, Mickey's
~ simply must inform you of the
a goings-on in Dr. Warren's group. husband lost his job only a day
I have just arrived home from our after they were married. (AIsession and feel so very upl Like though, I must say, and I know
~ I'm floating over a never-ending
this may sound a bit snobbish!
abyss O.fabsolu.te blissl Only one but who'd actually want ajob
I thought dampens my immeasurdriving a delivery truck, anyhow!)
able sense of well-bein~; and
Then he wrecked his car and, 011,
that's the other women 10 my
.. this is just the worst! He had to'
a~. group. They are so afraid to
start riding the bus I And then, as
follow me into the abyss! .There's if that wasn't bad enough, he
one lady in particular who is
contracted some weird disease
a especially, well, neurotic. Dr.
that makes his hair fallout, and
Warren explained to us that she
the doctors say this disease will
suffers from a mild form of
never go away until he is completely bald. Isn't it just so
~ . agoraphobia. (That's when a.
a' person is afraid to leave the safety typical? I mean, you and I have
of their home. But I'm sure that
both seen a lot of scroungy,
you knew that already.) Mickey
unemployed bald men hanging
~ -that's
her name - is so far
around the bus stops! .
. a gone in he.f ridiculous phobia that
Dr. Warren is trying very
she's even afraid to get out of·
hard to help Mickey understand
bedl Arid she truly believes that . that there are some people,
EI she is a jinxl Can you imagine?
unfortunately so,;'who will always
m Good heavens, Cynthia, how does be losers in life, and if bad things
~ .. a woman let herself get like th.at? happen to them, why, it merely

I

II
I

·

means that the Fates were against
them to begin with. She only
thinks she is the cause of those
horridthings because she has such
a low self-image. Frankly, in my
personal opinion, she is a whole
lot better off without that geek of
a husband! While it's true that
she is a rather plain, mousey little
person and it may be difficult for
her to ever attract another man
(I'm not trying to be mean or
anything, but she really doesn't
make the most of her appearance),
no woman needs one like that.
At next week's session,
we are going to have a party to
celebrate our progress in realizing
our true identities as independent,
unique individuals who have
loosened the shackles which fetter
us to the ground and inhibit our
Natural Spirits from soaring wild
and free over the Never-ending
. Abyss of Bliss. (Dane says he
detects in me an untapped spring
of sensuality that is just crying to
flow forth and he has promised to
do everything in his power to
assist me in opening the floodgates.) That man is so incredibly
in tune with the Life-Force around
us!
I have every confidence
that you will soon be feeling
much better. For God's sake,
Cynthia.throw off those shackles!

l

.1
a
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by Pat Duncan

Sincerely,
Helene

Dr. Warren's Therapy Group will appear in Galeria over a/our-week
period as an epistolary serialization.
-
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Pay·Dirt in J Editionsl
"REGULAR PAC" (300 coptesj tnctudcs short stories (like "Tales of
Jesus; The Idaho Years"). essays (whitewater rafting to Chief
Bigfoot to Narflynne Robinson's Housekeeping), poems (too
diverse &' wonderful to summarize on any order blank), &' a
portfolio of superb-art (selected by Editor Will Spcannam-.
rLUS: the new Boise Pop-Up Card (a $,3,95 vatucj-,
PLUS: the State flower Seed Card (with syringa secdsdesigned by Editor Kay E, Collins)PLUS: "The Only Tough Part AboullIavlng
to Film In
Idaho'!-a catalog of silcnt &' taf kle films sh~)t In
the Gem State (a $:5.95 vafuej-.
all {or $6,951
"DELUXE PAC" (75 copies] Includes all of the above,
"LU5: l'I~cSpuddll Th~ Idaho AdlJ~"lurt!' Game-a
maqazfne
first-the
computer disk game with you.
hauling spuds to market. plagucd by blood-t hlrsty
Jackalopcs. rnaraudlng members of the Aryan rtatfons.
bunny-basncrs. & things (from INELl that go qlcw In
the dark"(Apple Nnctntosh J1h" disk. rcqulres etac "hIS
0 .. better, a $9.95
value)""':
l'I.U5: Life In the Upper Counlry: The Amos Diary-In rare
free moments she had over forty years ago. ranchwlle
&' mother Evelyn Amos kept a marvelous diary on
scraps of Kr<1ftpaper bags, backs of bulk mail advertlscmcnts. &' the insides of old envelopes. recordIng
ten years In the life (& death) of a family farm ncar
Sweet. ldaho qpaperback cdltion. a $12.95 vufucj-.
all for $19.95!!
"CENTENNIAL rAe' (25copics) Includes all ol jhcabove.
PLUS: lVational Public Radio: ~!411
Things Considered"
In Idaho-a
thlrty·minutc
audio cassette of Noah
Adams' November, 1989. broadcasts from Bolsc State
University, containing portraits of Sllver City. Boise
City, a Basque sheepherder. sllcnt film pioneer Ncll
Shipman & .othcrs-.
PLUS, Ufe In Ihe Upper Counlry: The Amo. Dlarysigned, limited hardback artist's. edition includes
presscd speclmcn of Amos' Iavorltc Hower. the lupine,
collected from the old Amos ranch site. as wcll as
period family photographs & one lace snowflake (a
$100 vatuer-.
.'
all {or $1 eecn year IdallO
been statc!!l
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CONTEST

Standing Up for

Get 'your name-brand

Peace
Why have
somo
people
risked
their jobs,
, their hOlJles,
their families and
even prison to take a stand for
peace? This is your chance to find
out. The Standing
Up for Peace
Contest invites you to talk face to
face with someone who has refused
to fight in war,pay taxes for war, or
build weapons for war, and then to
express what you think and feel
about what you heard through writ~g, art or music.
The rontest is open to young pe0ple ages 15-23. 'Ir.c deadline for entries is May 1;1990.
To enter, send for the Standing Up
for Peace Contest, booklet, Fellowship of Reconciliation, Box 271, Nyack, NY 10960 (914) ;l5S4601.

$500 ·PRIZES

lenses and save up to

65%! Just compare. these-prlees:

S100

position available

1l....

~

Help make
decisions that
. . affe. ct yolJ.
at BSUI

• must be a full time student
with at least a 2.25 GPA.
-. Application deadline is March 16.

Softdaily wear l:lear lenses .. "
Soflextended wear c1earlenses
Soft \:isabilily linled lenses. :
Soft fashion.linted lenses

: .'

per lens
as low as $12~!!0
as low.as $19.:!O
:as low as $20.80
as low as $28.80

Request your free catalog 'Ondiscount name-brand
lenses today!

·TMEDICAI.
....• ••DlRECliNe.

.•. 'SUPPLY~M
P.O. Box 1415
. Grand Forks, ND 58206
Fax number: 1-701-772-7602
Or Call: 1~800· 284-4354
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Women lose in sel1li~finalthriller
by Matt Fritsch
The University News

son;r~

:~;~s
=::;mth~:~;Broncos finish season

sin~the1974-75season'whenthey

finished 22-3.
ThewomenBroncoscompleted
their season with a semifinal loss to
the University of Idaho at the Big
Sky Conference Tournament in
• Missoula,Mont,Fridaynight
After
leading 42-41 at halftime, the Brimcos untracked and lost 91-72.
TheVandalsauackedtheBroncos in the paint all night, scoring 70
of their 91 inside the lane. In addition, the Vandals out-rebounded the
Broncos 40-34.
The Broncos were led by sophomore Shelly Stoican with 18 points.
Senior Niki Gamez added 13 points
and eight assists, and senior Jennifer Thornton finished with 12
points and sevenrebounds.
As a
team, the Broncos shot only 37 percent compared to Idaho's 54 percent
Despite the poor shooting,
,~- BroncoheadcoachJuneDaugherty
was pleased with her players' effort
"I thought that our seniors
played very well," Daugherty said.
"That was probably the best game
Shelly had all season."

...'.

Friday's game was the last
game as a Bronco for; Gamez,
Thornton, Wendy Sullivan. and'
junior Kelly Heagy.
'
Though they willbe gone, they
'will not be forgotten, as they have
left several marks on theBSU
women's basketball record books.
Gamez is second in career assists (282) and second in freethrow
percentage (74 percent). She is fifth
in career steals (134) and sixth in
both steals per game and assists per
game.
'
Sullivan ended her career as a
Bronco with 737 rebounds, fourth
in BSU history. She also ranked
fifth with 67.8 percent free throw
accuracy.
Heagy amassed 48 blocks in
only three years of play, placing her
sixth on the career list. She is sixth
in career field goa/ percentage (45
percent).
Jennifer Thornton finished her
two-year stint as a Bronco ninth in
career field goal percentage at 44.1
percent.

,

Bronco wrestlers struggle
in first round of Pac-10

'record. best since 1974-75
.
.

The University News sports
staff found itself in a unique situation upon witnessing' the final
seconds ofBoise S tate's season tick
away on the scoreboard in Ogden,
Utah.

BSU'sJanet Soderberg dribbles past opponent from MSUIn this
file photo.
'
.

TwoBSU track and field
athletes compete in NCAA
indoor championships'

iors NelsNelson (150 pounds) and
Mitch Mansfield (177 pound), and by Corky Hansen
167-pound senior Jim rpunan.
T"e University News
All 10 Bronco wrestlers re~
The Boise State wrestlers
mained alive in the consolation
Two BSU track and field ath, sjruggled on the opening day of the quarterfinals, which began after lctes competed in the NCAA InPacific-lO Championships in Bak- midnight on Saturday.
. door Championships last week in
ersfield, Calif.
Boise State is 8-11 in dual the Hoosier Dome of Indianapolis,
Six of theW Bronco wrestlers meets, and 2-4 against Pac-l0 op- Ind.
lost in the first round. Senior Scott ponents in the 1990 season. While
. Junior Eugene Greene and
Cline entered the tournament with a on the road in January, the Broncos sophomore Burlington Moss, who
record of 18-12-1, and faced a 158- brought home wins against Pac-l0
both originate from Nassau, Bahapound weight division boasting Cal State-Fullerton (22-16) and Cal mas, qualified for the NCAA meet
.... three nationally ranked wrestlers, Poly-San Luis Obispo (21-12) but at the March 2-3 Big Sky ChampiJcff.McAllister of Cal State-Bak-suffered
losses to Oregon State on onships in Flagstaff, Ariz. Moss
ersfield (4!h), Wade Zimmerman of January 19 (22-14) and in February
competed in the triple jump, and
Fresno State (5th), and Ray Miller to the University of Oregon (14- Greene competed in two events.the
of Arizona State (7th); Dan Ten- ,19).
long jump, and for the second connant, 'another of four Boise State
Defending Pac-l0 champion
secutive season, the triple jump.
seniors, also fell in the first round. ArizonaStl\le,theNo.2-rankedteam'
Eugene Greene earned AllBSU's four first-year athletes, Ray. in the nation and the meet's favor- American honors by placing sixth
Hickman at 126pounds, Tony Evans ite, led the team -competition with in the triple jump with a mark of 52at 134 pounds. 190-pound Dean 86 points after, the first day of 8 1/2. Last season, Greene failed to
Hastriter, and heavyweight Tony competition. Boise State was in 8th place in the top sixth at the ChampiVanek were also victims of first- of nine teams with 7.5 points.
onships.
,
round ,defeat.
Final resultsofthcconsolation
"I was kind of intimidated,"
First-round winners were 142- rounds were not available as this said Greene of last year's meet.
pound sophomore Tony Piva, jun- issue went to press.
Sophomore Burlington Moss,
competing in his first NCAA meet,
placed a solid 12th in the triple
jump. Moss's mark of 51-10 1/4
surpassed his previous Season-high.
by three inches.

Athletes of the Week

,U of I defends Big Sky crown'
by Corky Hansen
-.The University News
The University of Idaho
successfully -defended, its Big
Sky crown with it thrilling victory over Eastern Washington
.in the final of the Big Sky Coors
Light Tournameilt last Saturday.
With the score tiedat62~62
and four seconds remaining in
regulation, Vandal guard Ricardo Boyd sank a three-point
field gOal to lift Idaho to a 65-62
·win.'

Weber State was in, and the
Broncos were out of the Big Sky
Tournament, and The University
.News was; in effect, without an
article. With the women's Big Sky
Tournament, the Pac- 10 wrestling
championships,
and the NCAA
indoor track finals to report on, who
wants to hear about a tournainent
that doesn't involve the home team
at any rate?
We were reduced to playing
the role of the anonymous spectator-which
we performed with the
greatest of ease.

"So, who do you pick to win
. this game?"
( "Well, there tire many crucial
factors to be considered before I
can make aprediction such as that."
"I knowwhatyoumean. Turnovers, rebounding.field goal percentage.foul trouble.injuries.;"
"Yeah, that too. But Ifeel that
the outcome of this game depends
on a factor much. milch more important than what you're talking
about."
"Like what?"
"Well. who's playing?"

At the March 2-3 Big Sky
Championships,
Eugene Greene
accomplished career bests in both
the triple jump and the long jump,
Greene set a meet record in the
triple jump with a mark of 54-5 1/4,
a record formerly held by ex-Boise
State standout Wendell Lawrence,
who was an All-American in both
the 1987 and 1988 seasons.
Greene distanced 25-10 1/4 in
the long jump, placing second behind Northern ArizonajuniorGlenn
Carroll, whoestablishedameetrec,
"I'd say it could reach about
ord in the long jump at 26-7 1/4. 80,"
Greene's distance also bested the
"Are you crazy? There's no'
former Big Sky record of25-51/4.
way on Earth that it'll get above
Burlington Moss qualified for
70,"
the NCAA Championships under
"Hey, what are you guys talk"provisional status," which is a mark
ing about, Weber State's final
slightly under what would qualify
score?"
for the' NCAA meet (51-10 for the
"Huh? Oh.heavensno, We're
triple jump). 'If fewer than the destalking about the temperature of the
ignated number of 1ilathletes make
average concession hot dog,"
the qualifying' time or distance,
members from the provisional list
fill the void. .
.
tlGee, I wonder where the guy
Moss marked 51-7 1/4 in the with the halftime statistics has run
triple' jump, and finished second off to."
'
behind teammate Eugene Greene.
"Why? Are you curious about
The mark quaJified him provisionMo.nrana State's three-point field
ally l,Uldsubsequenlly for the NCAA goal percenrqge?"
Championships:
"No, not exactly. He might

.----:--:----~--'-----~--------,

Jennifer Thornton, senior
Eugene Greene, junior, Nas'Xennewick, Wash. Scored 12 sau, Bahamas.
Earned Allpoints and pulled down seven American honors with a mark of
rebounds againstIdaho in fust- 52-8 .If}., at the NCAA Indoor '
round action of the Big Sky .Track Championships. Greene'
Tournament.
Thornton aver- set a meet record with a careeraged 13 points and 7.3 rebounds
best distance of 54-5 1/4 the
over the Broncos' -last. three previous week at ~ Big Sky
games.
Championship~..
.,

In and out
and in and
out and in...
by Corky Hansen
The University N~ws

by Uly Looney and
Corky Hansen
The Unlversi~ News

1,,'

with 19-12

Opinion

. Senior center Riley Smith,
from the U of I, was named as
!he tournament'sMost Valuable
Player by a media poll. Others
named to the All- TOurnalnent
team were Johnny Mack, ajunior, guard from Montana State;
Jason Joe, a sophomore guard
from Weber State; Brian Sullivan, a junior guard from Eastern Washington; David Peed, a
senior· forward from Eastern
W.ashington,and Ricardo Boyd,
a junior guard from the Univer':
sity of Idaho.

I know what's good
hospitality room."

to

eat in the

"We're close to a Pavillion
r.ecord, you know,"
"In what category? I /qIow it
can't be crowd size or noise level ..."
"No,ofco'IUsenot.lwasloo.king at the Coca-Cola marqUee below the scoreboard. It hasn't rotatedfor almost foUr minutes,"
"Wow, I never d;eamed that it
could be as high as 72 percent,"
"What's
that,
Eastern
Washington's!ree-throw
percentage?"
'
"No, it's the percentage of,
people in this building wearing a
Coors Ughtbaseball cap,"

The University News
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Van GOgh had his flamboyant
brushwork. Gauguin had his vibrant
colors. And at Minit-Lube; we also
have a trademark style: our teamwork.
OUf trained technicians work
. in unison to perform our IO-minute

5007 Overland.
(across from Hillcrest
Plaza)
(208) 343-8202

8018 Fairview
375-7010

comprehensive oil change and service. This.ensures that the job is not
only done quickly, but also allows
our technicians to double check each
others work: from filling your car
with Quaker Stateoil, to toppin$ off

36th & State
~44-8824

your vital fluids, to checking and
inflating your tires.
, So stop by any Minit-Lube, You
wont see an art gallery, per se. But
we can promise you one heck of an
exhibition.
'.

Broadway & Park
Center Blvd.
336-8071

NAMPA
• 1130 Caldwell
(across from
Karcher Mall) .
467-7310

Some people want to change the world.
We just want to change your oil:.

\\\~IHL"lq.
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ONE TOUGH MOTOR OIL
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MUSE INC~'Wbtll
you'r:e nohure where 10 Rart" Mu· .
sicallJlstlUetion-guitar, ban, drums, kcybolRb. ScJngwriler's
allisiancc-arnutging,
Producing andnwteting
your original
material. Band bookings-let alive band make the diffctmce at
yourncxtpartyorrcccptiool
Rockn'rol1,clanicrock,coulllry,
blues, duos: For more informatioo, phone 4664872.
WIN A HAWAIIAN VACATION OR BIG sCREEN TV
PLUS RAISE UP TO $1,400 IN JUST 10 DAYS!!! ObJec.
tlve: Fundralser COIlImltJilent:MInImIl
Money: Raise
$1,400 Cost: Zero IitvcstJilent Campus organizatioos, clubs,
frats,sororitics call OCMC: 1 (800)932-0528/1(800)950-8472,
ext. 10
If you are purcbaslng a United Airline tkketand Ctlinpletlng
travel before April 16th, I can save you $So-l00 on your ticket,
Phonc evenings 888~9163.
GUITAR LESSONS by Kevin Walker, graduate orBerklee
Collcge of Musi~Rock, Jau, Blues, Melal,llso music theory,
ear training and harmooy. Call 336-1204 after 6:00 p.m. or
leave a message •
• ' ..' A FREE GIFT JUST FOR CALLING. PLUS RAISE UP
TO $1,700 IN ONLY 10 DAYS. SlUdentgroups, frats and sororities needed for marketing project on campus. For details
plusyourFREEGIFT,
groupofficencall 1-800-765-8472Ext
SO.
Looking for a rralernlty, sorority or student organization
that would like to make 5S00-51,000 for a one-week on-campus
marketing project, . Must be organized and hardworking. Call
Corine or Myra at (800) S92-2121:
Interested In buying wooden car speaker boxes that fit 6x9
speakers, Contact Ron at 342-4230. Leave message.
2BDRfurnlsbed860Sherwood,acrossfromtowers,SI88.00
rent, plus 1/2 deposit and 1/2 utilities. Call 384·S235.
neighborhood off Capital Blvd.
GET READY FORTHE HOT WEATHER,
dow Air Conditiooer, Must sell. 383-9686.
J

Quiet

Powerful Win·

1982 Great Lakes mobile horne 14x70 2 bdrm, 2 bath. New
carpet, blinds, drapes, porch. Excellent condition I Assumable
loan. Buy cheaper than rent I Call 378-8366-Lcave message.
Getting married? Beautlrull/4 carat plus 4 pis. wedding set.
Appraised at 5900 - will sell for $450 or best offer. Call 3788366; leave message.

.L.IFE fl'l

U~LL-

r----------------------------------------,'!
DON'T MISS OUT ON THE FIRST BIG SOCIAL TRENO Of THE \Q90s!
- Get off

For sale 71 Volvo coupe. Runswell, looks great. $600 ODO
Call Jeff at 345-1927 or 345-8204.

duff ahd comQ on dOIA)",

-m

Akbar & Je

ATTENTION - GOVERNMENT
SEIZED VEHICLES
from $100. Fords, Mercedes. Corvettes, Chevys. Surplus
Buyers Guide. 1-602-838-8885 EXT. A5924.
ATTENTION - GOVERNMENT
HOMES from $1 (Urepair). Delinquent tax property, Repossessions. Call 1-602838-8885 EXT. GIIS924.
Is ItTrue ..Jeeps for $44 through the Government?
facts I 1-708-742-1142 ExL 9445-A

!:jO\)1"

Call for

New Donors earn $30 donating life saving plasma. Present
this .ad and you will be paid SIS following your Initial
donation; donate a 2nd tlme In the same calendar week and
you will be paid anotber Sl5.,-\merlcan Plasma Systems
1021 Broadway Ave. Open Tues., Weds., Frt, Sat. 9·5 p.m,
338:0613.

.~

Market Discover Credit Cards on your campus. Flexible
hours. Earn as much as 51 Olhour. Only 10positionsavailable.
Call 1-800-950-8472. ext, 14.
Thinking of taking some time orr from school? We need
MOTIlER'S HELPERS/NANNIES .. We have prescreened
familiesto suit yOU.. Live in exciting New Yor15City suburbs.
We are established since 1984 and have a strong support network. 1~8oq.222-X1RA.
..

NANNIES!!! As the fastest growing agency In the East, we
offer immediate placement in the' New York, New .Jersey,
Connecticut areas. Our agency's "plus" is that you personally
• - meet with our parents and children before you accept a positlon.
Certified training classes offered. Great benefits-paid vacation,
health insurance, and more. Over 250 nannies placed yearly.
Yearly employment only. 1-800-7S2~8.
RESORT HOTELS, SUMMER CAMPS, CRUISELINES,
& AMUSEMENT PARKS, NOW accepting applications for
summer jobs and career positions. Forfree information package
and application, call National Collegiate Recreation Services on
Hilton Head Island, South Carolina at 1·8OO·S26~396. (9arn5pn EST. M-F)
.
'J

ATTENTION:
EARN MONEY TYPING AT HOME!
32,OO/yr income potential. Details, (I) 602-838,8885
ExL
1'5924.
.
ATTENTION:
HIRING! CRUISE SHIP, CASINO, HOTEL JOBS I FREE TRAVEL BENEFITSI Details (1)602838-8885 EXT. Y-S924.
ATTENTION:
EARN MONEY WATCHING TV: 532,
OOO/year income potential. Details. (I) 602-838-8885, ExL
TV-5924.

Lo.

.

CRUISESHips
NOW HIRING for spring, ChrIstJilas and
next summer breaks. Many positions. Call 1-805-6&2- 7S55
EXT. S-1163 .. (call 7 days a week)
VISA OR MASTERCARD! Even Ifbankruptorbad
credit!
We Guarantee you a card or double your money back. Call I8OS-682-7SS5EXT. M-1289. (call 7days a week)
REPOSSESSED VA &HUD HOMES available frOll\ government from SI without credit check. You repair. Also tax
delinquent foreclolures CALL 1-805-682-7555 EXTH-2IS1
forrepo list your area (call 7 days a week)

SEIZED CARS,irucks, 4wbeelers, TV's, stereos, furniture,
.) ccmputen by DEA. FBI, IRS and US Customs. Available your
area now. Call1-8OS-682·7S55
EXL C-1767. (Call 7 days a
week)

STOP! IMMEDIATELY HIRING!!! Huge alrcranlaero.
space manufacturing companies in California, need workers
immediately IAll levels, top wages, on thejob training, no layoffs. Forfrecreports write to: WESCOGA,2682 Imperial Hwy
Suite 368, Inglewood, CA:, 90303.
Summer jobs avallabJe for sophomore and Junior Geology
arid Engineering students as Idaho Dept, of Water Resources
field examiners. Ag. background desirable. Contact Student
Employment, Rm A-124.
ATTENTION:
EARN MONEY READING BOOKS!
532,OOO/yearincornepotential. Details. (1)602-838-8885 ExL
BK5924.
.
ATTENTION
SI7,84O-$69,

- HIRING! Government
485. Call 1-602-838-8885.

Jobs • your area.
EXTRS924.

ATTENTION:
EASY WORK EXCELLENT PAY! As·
semble products at home. Details (I) 692-838-888S
ExL
W5924.
.

Waitress/short
order cook needed. Tlmberlanes
4860
Emerald, Boise. Must be 19+ yean old. $4.00lhr start. Apply .
in penon please.
.
Boise Centre part·tlme .c:ustodlallbanquet setup positions
open .. $4. 75/hr. <,pply at 850 W. Front, March 12 and 19.
SSHUNDREDS WEEKLY$$
(Ptr) COIlIpletlng MIP Re •.
fund Policies. U.S. GOVERNMENT PROGRAM. CALL I713-292-9131 24 HOUR RECORDED MESSAGE. Please
have pen ready.
EXCELLENT WAGES FOR SPARE TIME ASSEMBLY,
.EASY WORK AT HOME. EXCEPTIONAL PAY. NO
EXPERIENCE NEEDED. CALL 1-601-388-8242 EXT. 1301.
Open 24 hes. including Sunday.

q:D.
J>
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